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THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE 

Tuesday - March i4, 1978 

8:15 Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski The Oval Office. 

8:45 Mr. Frank Moore The Oval Office. 

10:00 Mr. Jody Powell The Oval Office. 

1:30 Mr. James Mcintyre The Oval Office. 
(20 min.) 

2:00 
(20 min.} 

Vice President Walter F. Mondale, Admiral 
Stansfield Turner, Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski 

and 1-1r. Hamilton J·ordan - The Oval Office. 



THE WHITE HOU.SE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

The attached was returned in· 
. the President's, outbox. It is 

·· ' ·. · forwarded to you for your 
information •. 

Rick Hutcheson 

CALL TO DICK STROUT 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: 

THE WHITE HOUS·E 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

THE PRESIDEN~v; 

Jody Powe 11~1 v 

I sugg.est that you call Richard (Dick) Strout, the "'TRB" of 
The New Republic and long-time writer for The Christian Sci
ence Moni.tor, who is being honored on his 80th birthday at 
the Monitor building. 

The call should be placed sometime shortly after· f.: J.Q .... E..:..m~~-"~· 
to 785-4.400. The operator should ask for Godfrey Sperling, 
who would then get Strout to the phone. 

I have attached two articles on Strout fr.om recent days. 
Also attached is an underlined portion of a recent Strout 
column which you could note, thus showing that you do read 
his column. 

He is extremely well knowN and well liked in the Washington 
area, has been mor.e favorable than most to us, and I think 
a brief call of congratulations would be most welcome and 
appropriate. 



ri. 

.. -.:.-~· ·_.'.... 

. •om own_gfey eminence. 

TRB· at Eighty 
More . than a· half century ago a young and eager 
newspaperman arrived in Washington. At about this 
time Bruce Bliven, then editor of The New Republic, was 
taking one of his weekly subway rid~s from his office in 
Manhattan (where TNR was then published) to 
Brooklyn to deliver copy to the printer. Bliven had in his 
pocket a new political column from Frank R. Kent, a 
Washington correspondent of The Baltimore Sun. 'fhe 
column was to be anonymous and Bliven had puzzled 
over how to sign it. As· he rode the lurching train and 
pondered his problem, his eyes fell on a placardbearing 
the subway name-BRT, for Brooklyn Rapid Transit. 
Bliven reversed the initials and signed the new column 
TRB. It has been a fixture in this journal ever since. 
Today it is one of the most widely read arid respected·· 
columns of opinion in America, and is reprinted in 60 
newspapers. 

Frank Kent was a fighting liberal in those days. After 
·all, he fought Prohibition and he regularly attacked 
Calvin Coolidge. He was a slashing writer who believed 
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· that nearly aHgovernri\e~t·~~~bad and aU bureaucrats 
were miserable sinner:s' ... ~'when Franklin Roosevelt 
reached Washington, K~;.f)i~ the Sun, became one of 
the New Deal's most acid critics; as might be expected 
of a good friend of Henry Mencken. 

Other writers also were called in to contribute the 
TRB column. Kenneth Crawford, later a columnist for 
Newsweek, was one of the notable contributors in the late 
1930s and early 1940s. Then, in 1943, the young man 
who had left New England .for Washington about the 
time Bliven launched the column tried his hand. It has 
:been his ever since, except for times off for vacation, for 
travel and for covering the Normandy invasion. 

Every editor knows that the enthusiasm and 
imagination of youth make a newspaper or magazine 
sparkle. Richard L. Strout, who writes TRB every week 
on long sheets of white paper, is that youthfuLperson. 
His long legs propel him about Washington every day 
with a speed that mariy of his colleagues find 
exhausting. Few can match his ability to digest masses 
of government documents~ arid to see through every 
false argument. There is a report, obviously false, that 
Dick Strout is eighty years old this monfh. As the Duke 
of Wellington,rstanding in full dress uniform, said when 
someone addFessedhim as Mr: Smith: "Sir, anyone who 
.believes that will believe anything." If Dick Strout has. 
one outstanding characteristic it is his youthfulness. 
His enthusiasm for · life : and for the drama of 
Washington politics is as alive as it was the day he came ··' 
to the city the first time: Just last month, in the issue of 
February 25, he wrote one ofhis sprightliest columns 
on, of all things, the statistics he, and he alone, dug out 
of the ;President's economk-report. · 

"There's nothing more.agreeable on a winter evening 
than to curl up before a good fire with the tables of 
statistics of the President's Annual Economic Report," 
the column began. "Let the gale howL Let the·snow fall. 

.. i,. 

( 

I have here Table B'-28." 
-That beginning might have 
. sent many of his readers out 
· into the snow for a breath of 
·.fresh·. air, But, knowing 

TRB, · the majority must 
have kept on reading. There 
followed a dramatic and' 
entertaining interpretation 
of those figures in human 
terms. Dick Strout did not 
see the dull statistics. He 
saw the human beings, the 
farmers, the workers, the 
blacks, the women, whose 
biographies were encom
passed in those figures. He 
found sex, humor, sadness 
and hope in what he r.ead. 
Did any other reporter find 
so much and report it with 

Thr Nrm Rrnuhlir 
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· One day early h1' the 'Nixon administration, John 
Ehrlich man Invited Strout to his office to ask for advice. 
Ehrlichman ·is a Christian Scientist who had come to 
appreciate Strout's factual reporting in The Christian 
Science' Monitor. Strout has been working for the Monitor 
since 1921 and has been ·a member of its Washington 
bureau since 1923. He is a reporter on the Monitor, a 
commentator in The Ne'W ·Republic... _perhaps Ehrlichman 

· did not know of· the .. •second Strbut. He asked his 
gangling visitor with . the somber .eyes and bushy 
eyebrows what he thought the ~Dxon administration 
should make its first goal. Why, to build the kind of 
social democracy .. and equality that one finds, for 
example, in Sweden';'·'Strout replied, confidently. • 
Needless to say, the-interView was sh-or.t and it was the 
only time the Nixo'n:administration sought Strout's 
advice. · .. · .· 

later, \vhen he ~as ~to"vering Watergate, other 
reporters asked Strout ·how it compared with Teapot 
Dome, his first big WasJ'tington story. During both 
investigations, StroUt w.r6te, many readers charged 

. that the press was "carrying things too far." Many 
· · voters, he said, "shrugged and said both parties were 
. alike and it was all just politi.cs,': But there was a crucial 
. difference between . the two scandals, he said in one 
TRB column. Watergate was "more disturbing and 
dimgerous" thanTeapot Dome because it was ''a special 

.. .·. kind of corruption· without greed. No sex, no dollars. 
· _,,:Just power. It does'n't ·strike. at oil leases, it strikes at 

''democracy." Unlike_some who have seen the same sort 
of argument or event ti~e and again Strout is never 
blase about the storyhe is'covering.He sees the drama 
every lime and repprts _it jn -~·way that makes it come 
alive to the reader. :_ ·.--:.::: ;' · . ._' . . _ _ -

.... : Long before John5on· arid Nixon, Strout expressed 
. concern about the gro~th of presidential power. As he 
·once said, "there's a feeling that once you sleep in 

.. Lincoln's bed, you bet:ome deified. It's a dangerous 
thing." He is convinced that the presidential system is 
structurally muscle-:-bound, and he has long believed 
that the parliamentary system is both more effective 
and more responsive to the people's needs. No amount 
of argument has swayed him from that conviction, nor 
has he been persuaded that i't is idle to think the United 
States will move· frorri. the presidential to the 
parliamentary system.. · . 

Another campaign of his that failed was against the 
televising of presidential news conferences. In 1954, 
when parts of the Eisenhower conference first were 
opened for television, Strout wrote an unusual signed 
article for The New Republic, arguing that verbatim 
recording of a press conference "turns what has been' · 
an extremely handy, carefully evolved, semiofficial and 
unique contrivance into a theatrical performance. The 
press conference becomes a show. Its informal, easy
going nature is changed into a self.:conscious half-hour · 
broadcast." He argued that the informal mood that 
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helped make it possible to pry out info~~ation wriuld be 
lost "if each reporter knows that his boss, the world and 
his wife will listen to what he is about to say." Now 
;there are as many prima donnas in the press as in the 
United States Senate. But to argue against television's 
intrusion was to try to turn back the tide. 

Nevertheless, Strout was• right about what television 
would do to press conferences and; to the press. Some of 
FDR's- press conferences lasted five or ten minutes, 
some .forty:-five minutes or an hour, depending upon 
the questions and the news developments of the week. 
Now a presidential conference must fit into television's · 
rigid schedule and appearances often are more impor
tant than substance. On television, a President's every 
word is guarded; informality and give-and-take are held . 
to a minimum, as Strout feared .. Even in ,the Senate 
debate has degenerated because a Senaton.Vould rather 
use his oratorical skills to obtain a half minute on 
television than to explore an issue in floordebate.''The 
communicating medium is. television, not the ornate 
Senate chamber," Strout has written. . .. . .. 

Where some writers make a complex· subject more 
complex and even dull, Strout with his marvelous light 
touch and clarity engages the reader's attention: The · 
reader quiek:ly senses Strout's stutdy principles. His 
convictions have never led him to colora news story~. 
But these convictions are strohgly expressed in TRB. 
Today there is no ·more . respected writer in 
Washington, none with more warm friends. His views 
have never been more pertinent or more up to date 
than now. · 

Carroll Kilpatrick 
. - . " 

Carroll Kilpatrick recently retired as report~r·a~d White 
House correspondent for The Washington Post . 

WhiteHouse 
In Jody's Shop (I) 
One of Jody Powell's major public relations triumphs 
since he went to work for Jimmy Carter in Georgia in 
1969 has been in getting journalists to referto him and 
think of him as Jody. The only known exceptions in 
Washington are the editors of the Congressiona'l 
Directory, who list him as. Joseph L. Powell, and New 
York Times columnist William Safire, who identifies the 
President's press secretary variously as Joseph Lester 
Powell and J. Lester Powell and may be expected any 
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from Washington 
March 4, IQ7fl 

® 

Disasters Great and Small 
I'd like to dear out my bottom·draweron 
a number of subjeCts. First, a serious 

-one: SAlT. 
The theory is _that at some point soon 

Pres-ident Carter will present the Senate 
with a new Strategic Arms Limitation 
Treaty. SALT II. to set beside the one 
Rich.1rd Nixon got passed. For what it's 
worth let me say thc1t I do not think the 
Senate in its present mood would give a 
two-thirds majority to any tredty with 
the Soviet Union, on any subject, 
particularly on arms limitati(ln. The 
reasons are two. institutional and 
ideologic.1l. 

The two-thirds requirement for pass
ing a tre.1ty is, I believe. one of the most 
dangerous rt>quirements in the Con
stitution. The Founding Fathers' idea of 
democracy w,1s based p.utly on proper
ty, and they ,tlso tht•ught the Senate 
should be an elitist body picked by 
legisl.1tures, not by voters. The House 
has no part in the tre,tty-making. 
Partis,ms and. zec1lots cc1n get a Sen.lte 
one-third-plus-(lne minority on .1lmost 
anv contnwersi,tl subject. In lQ20 three
fo~rths of the Sen.l.tt' .1t ail timesw.mted 
somP sort of .1 Le.tgue. but could never 
agree on .1 spel'ific league. Ag.tiil. the 
fight to join the W••rld Court st.uted in 
the Sen.tte in 1 Q;!S; after v.uious 
vicissitudt•s it c,tmP to ,1 vote in l.tnu.uy 
1 Q.33: the vote w.1s 5.:! t•' 3o for the court, 
.1 m.tjorih· ,,f lc:-. So. ,,f course. it w.ts 
dt>ft•,ttt'd. It n·quin·d .1 ~:.·,• !;::rd;_ ,,,,,•ntu, 

.Jnd thb w.b st•n·n n•tt•s sh,•rt. 
ldet>l•••:ir.tllv. tht• ~.tttlt' .H:.tinst S.-\L.T 

II bq:.ut wrth tlw •••ntrrill,IIH•n tr.dH 
O\'er presidenti.tl neg••ti.th•r P.1UI C. 
\\'.trnkt·. r<>nsi,!t•rt•,l "''' ,..,ft b,· tht• 
h.nvb. Abt•ut th.tt. time t\1t'lvin Ltird 
publisht•d his pit•n• in /"It,· 1\.-. ..l,·r·< P: . ..:r•-1 
".·\rm,. (",>ntn•l nw Ku,;.;r,lllS .·\rl' 

Cht•.tting!" St'll.lh' h.nvks likt' Sn•••r 
J,u:J..son .ue n•.1dv tu swt>t>pd••wn ••n .tny 
trl'.ll\' ,1, •'11,1 ,tr.r\·l.rm'b .. 11Jd J'.Hrl :\rL't', 

spul..l'sm.m ot tht• so-(.tllt•d Committt•e 
on tht' Prt'st•nt D.m~er. is .llre.tdy 
dt•d.uin~ this trt•.tiv .1 J.m~t·r; th,•ugh it 

h,ts11't bt•t·n wrillt•n yt•l. A~:tording to 
the Wrr>lti".~'''" p,._(s Moscow cnr.respon
dPnt, Kevin Klbse (feb. 12) thf' Sovit'ts 
arf' f''l( prPssin~ "dN·p ronn·rn" over slow 
progrt'ss on SALT. Tht·y h.tvt· n•,tson, I; 
think. If Rich,ud Nixon were brought 
back .JnJ put in tht• White Houst•, he 
might reassure the hawks; I don't think 
any Demonat rouiJ Jo it. 

I don't set the above judgments down . 
flippantly. I think Russia and the US are 
hell-bent on a nuclear confrontation; I 
agree with Jimmy Carter who said that 
tfie Jack of a second SAL I agreement 
:ould produce "ultimate disaster" and 
t at heightening the arms race means 
increasing the chance of nuclear war. 
Exactly. But how can you get a Senate 
two-thirds SALT treaty majority? It 
would probably be better to propose no 
treaty at all than to have it end like the 
World Court fight in 1933-a majority 
for it, but 7 votes short of two-t'hrids. 

The so-called "Haldeman revelations" 
came and went, and left Washington 
almost unchangt'd. It was like a city 
going to bed with a wea·ther warning of 
"two to four incht's of snow" and looking 
out next morning on a clear landscape.lt 
presented_novel problems for journalists 
and a new discovery of how volatile 
news i's, as a merchandis.1ble commodi
ty. Tlrt• Nn.L• y,,,. Timfs thought it had 
everything well bottled tip and took 
elaborate precautions to keep the secret 
with a syndicate of 30 newspapers, only 
to havf' the Wa,;lrirr.~lorr PMt (not in the 
syndicate) impertinently produce its 
own unauthorized summ.try. This caus
ed confusion for the publishers but 
didn't raise the quality of the product 
which was pc1dded, unreliable .md taw
dry. 

Nl'w;;u•l'l'". amusingly enough, got 
scooped by the p,.,t, w'hil·h h.ts the same 
owner, Kath.trine Graham, and' raised 
its price to d dt•ll,lr and d qu.utt>r {ln the 
strength. of a 20-page supplf'ment. 
Undt>r oath. on · the witm•ss stand, 
H.tldem,tn said hr h.1d no km•wll'dgf' qf 
things whkh ht> now "spen1l.1tes" on
Ni'''" initi,tlt•d tht' \\'.ttt·r~.llt' bn·.tk in. 
Niwn helpt'J er.tst• thl' t.tpt•s. Ni'\on 
inst·ituted tht• l>m:ging of n•lumnisl lt•t> 
Kr.tit's l ;,,,,r~t'lt•wn h,•mt•. Tlwn· rs t.ht• 
dubious y.un. hl\l, of thl' Russians 
.tlmt•sl :\-b,•m~ing Chin.t. It i.; prt'tt\' 
hard to swe.tr ytlU don't know .tbtlut 
s••ml' of tht••t' m.lttt·r" .md l.ltt•r m.tke .1 

m.nl.t't.tl•lt· h•••l. t•i thl'm. But I I.Jl,lt·rn.m 
SU\'l't't'.J.; rrt'tl\' Wt'IJ,mtf ffi,l\' m.tkl' h.tlf 
a nu(Ji,ln twm j.ul. 

.·\n.•tlwr ,;t.•n· th.tt h.1s · titill,Jt•·d 
W.tshingh,ln in the past week is 
H.tmiht•n li,rd.m .md tht• srit-drink. As .t 

1,-,,,zlirw,·,f,m 1'''.-.:r 4.2 I 

Cuisine ala 
J\![adison 

7:00 a.m. until .Midnight 

THE MONTPELIER 
RESTAURANT 

Superh <Ontinrnlaltui<ine and vintaJ!t"> 
~:rat iously •ervcd in an armO<;phrre of fJuil'l 

de~:an~e. Open for hrn~hron, dinnl'r 
and an enricinl! En~o:lish Rrum·h on 
Sunday< (exu~pl July and Au~o:u<l) 

from II a.m. unril .l p.m. 

THE MONTPELIER 
LOUNGE 

Prix Fixe Buffet 
lrom I I :30 a.m. until 2 :311 p.m. 
An intimate cocktail rendnvous 

from S p.m. until 2 a.m. 

LA PROVENCE 
A ccintinenraJ,offee house for 
brukfasr, lunch and dinner. 

THE RETREAT 
An old English puh serving:fine 

refreshments, luncheon and 
light supper. 

LA TERRACE 
A·delightfui 1Parisien ~afe open, from 

7 a.m. untill p.m, 

LE RENDEZ-VOUS 
A European streersidr·restaurant 

serving breakfast, brunch:and"lunth. 

~ 
THE MADISON 

w.nburgfoll:l (orrtcf ~ddrrn 

15th A MStrrrt>, Northwest 

Free in .. dr r.arlun~. ~hrhrrrd .a~<en 
Rescn,.oom • hlephone (2111) 71U·Itl00 

:lf.auto.t/1 8. Coy11r. Proprrri.w 



"Hollywood Squares;'' with tht• .Hldition 
·~ o.f sirriul.?ted prison bars encasing each 

cubicle. The contest.mt will.pick, say, Jeb 
Magruder,_who will be asked a question 
such as '"Did' 1\:ixon hav(' prior 
knowledge of the break-in?" If 
Magruder says "Yes," tht> ccmtestant'has 
the choice of agreeing or not. ln either 
case-and here's the new wrinkle-the 
decision is not left to off-s.tage judges, 
but to the other panelists all of whom 
argue furiously (thus the bars) for or 
against Magruder's answer. The show. 
never gefs beyond one question per 
week, and the contestant automatically 
wins a set of flatware from the Michael 
C. Fina Co., and a contract fora book on 
his experience. 

c)"'Meet Gordon Liddy" -Modeled on 
"Meet the Press;'' the difference being 

AUTHORS WANTED BY 
NEW YORK PUBLISHER 

Leading book publisher seeks manu
scripts of all types' fiction. non-fiction, 
poetry. schola~ly.and juvenile works. etc. 
New authors welcomed. For complete 
·Information. send lor booklet NR-1. It's 
free. Vantage Press. 516 West34 St.. New 
York, N.Y. 10001. 

PLEASE NOTIFY US 
6 WEEKS IN ADVANCE 

NEW ADDRESS: 

MAIL TO: 
THE NEW REPUBLIC 
205 West Center Street 
Marion, Ohio 43302 

ATTACH lABEl H.E RE for address cnaJl9e or onquory 
If you are rece•••ng <lupllcare copoes of TNR plene 
sPnd ootn 1a~1s If mov.ng. 11 st np~ addrt'SS above 
Note. your subscr,pttOn w•ll end w1th the month and 
yttar gtv~n on IFlP tC'IP l•nt' of la~t>l E 'ample ()~ 18 
rnedns 5•Jl'Scrllo'l~n *'u·en..J 10 Ut:t;;emoer 19:8 

thtll Liddy is tht•gut•st m·wsmakerevery 
week, and the journalists simply try to 
make him talk. Often Liddy will not say 
anything. Sometimes he speaks only in 
German aphorisms; sometimes he 
doesn't show up. When he does talk the 
idea is to trick him into answering such 
questions as: "Did Nixon have prior 
knowledge of the break-in?" (If jour
nalists get bored with this format, they 
can try to make Liddy laugh. but this is 
not encouraged.) 
MouitS: "Rashogate" (9 hrs., 45 min.)-
37 people and thingspresent 74 versions 
of the same event. Most unusual is the 
surrealistic testimony of the keyhole at 
DNC headquarters: the mixed feelings 
of personal violation, unwitting com
plicity, etc. Starring Marlon Brando and 
Claire Bloom, with Robert Redford and 
Dustin Hoffman as themselves. In
troducing Richard Kleindienst as Egil 
Krogh. 
Theater (musical): "Throat" -opens· with 
the JohnMitchellair singers behind Leon 
Jaworski belting the unforgettable tune 
from "Marne": 

Who took the wind right out of the CREEP? 
Throat! 

Whost lcnowltdgt trautlltd u•idely and deep? 
Throat! 

Theater (off off-Broadway): "Water at the 
Gate"-symbolic drama about two alle
gorical characters· representing Justice 
and Royalties who come before a palace 
protected by smoking guns and stone 
walls. Curtain falls with Jason Robarbs 
face-down on the floor, asking Hal Hol
brook, or no one in particular, "Did 
Nixon have prior knowledge of the 
break-in?" 
Misullantous: "Abplanalp" -a Parker 
Bros. game for the entire family; "Die 
Wassergaeter," an opera based on 
"Gotterdammerung," in which Ziegler 
and Rebozo sing the 18h minute aria 
(con segrrltil: "Hat Nixon den Einbruch 
vorher zur Kenntnis genommen;?"; the 
National Watergate Library; the 
National· Watt>rg,lte Scholarship Fund; a 
perfume-E.1u de Ia Porte; an after
sh.lve ll .. tion-Aqu.lporte; the Nati<m,,l 
Watt>rgate · Mnnuml'nt-a rosewood 
statue of a 50 ft. high stool pigeon with 
Gent•r,ll H.li)! ~itting on hlp l•t it: .1 c,•mrc 
strip hero cjJI('d Halde Man who fights 
crime and Communists with tht> .1id of 
his sidekkks Ehrlich Man and Chuck. 
and has the ~'Wl'r to speak uut uf both 
sid('s l•f his m,,uth simult.mt'l•mly while 
JXll"ketin~ .1 bundlt•. 

Ltst ar.J nl'\"l'r lt•ast, the prt•ss has .1 

rt'sponsibilitv to k('l'p \V.lh'r)~.llt• .1livt> 
.1nd tingling. One way-which is alrNdy 
done-is to make the most of every 

Watergate · dorument; vying over 
publication rights, scooping com
petitors, noting minute discrepancies 
from account to account, as one would 
with versions of the Gospel. The 
other-'-which has also already begun
is to belittle the whole Watergate craze 
and to scorn the crooks, liars and fast
buck artists now cashing in on it. By 
doing both with equal vigor, and con
tinually, newsmen can make sure that 
the public will never be deprived ofany 
aspect of this amazing tale. 

Roger Rosenblatt 

TRB, from page lhree 

journalist it interests me because public 
figures have little recourse against 
gossip columnists in America, where 
freedom of the press is uniquely 
guaranteed by the First Amendment. I 
don~t know who's right in the Jordan 
incident. 'the Washington Post, which is 
becoming the Walter Winchell of jour
nalism, carried a story by its high-jinks 

. Sunday gossip, Rudy Maxa, describing 
an alleged dispute in a single!. bar here, 
with Jordan spitting his drink down a 
woman's blouse. Jordan denies it;. he was 
accompanied by two friends who deny it, 
too. The White House issued a 33-page 
rebuttal, including a 24-page statement 
by the bartender, one. of the oddest 
documents in official life. Maxa says he 
has confirmation, too. Jordan, who is 
separated from his wife. has an enhanc
ed White House role, and has recently 
become a kind of unofficial chief of staff. 

Under similar circumstances in 
England this incident very likely would 
produce· a libel suit on which Hamilton 
Jordan would stand or fall. It is the 
protection of public figures. But the 
Supreme Court (Ntw York Timrs vs. 
Sulliran: 1964) ruled that public figures 
here. with some exceptions, do not have 
this recourse: they must bear what is 
said about them however hateful. unless 
maliCe afort>thought and prevarication 
are positively pro\'l'd. h'urn.1listil· 
freedom of speech is admirt•d by every 
American rt>porter .. and it is fine to work 
in \\'.Jshin~ll•ll. lht• nwsl ''l't'nl·.lpit.rlrn 
the world. Yet, as a reporter .. I worry. 
frt't"dom of spt>('ch c,urit•s H'r.rt•spond
ing responsibilities: a precit1us liberty 
th.1t is abused mav be t.lkt'n .1w.1y. 

1'!-.•te: Uind in Ill\' lowL·r dr.ll\'er .1 lin.! I 
item; scientists rl'port "an 11-dt>gn•e 
drop" in tht' sun·s surfale tempt.'rJture 
l.!st \'t•.u. the fir:st t'vt'r n~wrdl'd. This 
would t:uol off a lot of things if con
tinued. 

TL. "''·"" L• ...... l.l:. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

!..ffiMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRANK 1400RE 

As I told you, Senator Baker talked to former President 
Ford last night. He did not ask Ford to call people 
specifically but gave him the undecideds--Bellmon and 
Brooke. 

I think you should specifically a:sk Ford to call these 
Senators today. Bellman and Brooke just went on a 
leadership understanding. Baker is encouraged by this. 
I have also heard rumor that Brooke is going on 
"Good Morning America" tomorrow to announce for the 
treaties--first to say why he thinks the treaties are 
bad and then to announce for them because he supports 
the President. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

~1EMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM.: FRANK HOORE 

SUBJECT: PANAMA 

I talked with Sen. Zorinsky. We still cannot couBt on him. 
Sol Linowitz is working on his rich relative in Nebraska, 
and he has talked to Zorinsky's wife; she is for the 
treaties. Secretary Brown, General Jones, and the State 
Department lawyer met with Zorinsky today. Kissinger is 
calling him. It is my gut feeling that Z.orinsky will 
announce tonight or tomorrow morning that he is voting 
against the treaties. His office. was loaded with Nebraska 
TV while I was w~iting on him today. 

The Speaker is best friends with Brooke's financial chairman, 
who is sponsoring the fundraiser for him here tonight. 
The Speaker told me he would deliver the "package" in the 
morning. 

I talked with DeConcini. He said that he is anixous 
talk to the press after he meets with you tomorrow. 
talk to Jody about this and arrange for him to have 
of press. 

to 
I will 

plenty 

I am asking Sam Nunn to talk with Hatfield when he gets in. 
R,...,aiV -. r;.,IV" ~~ ~ CA;i11/ lnr flt.-{ ~~~ . f'>"'C'~~.u. 
H~llmon 1s dodg1ng most of the· contacts we have 1nst1gated. 

Wendell Ford is having his statement against the treaties 
typed in his office right now. He will probably call you 
tonight to tell you of his decision and will announce it 
tomorrow at 10:00 am. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

The First Lady 

The attached was. returned in 
the President's outbox today 

·and is forwarded teo yc.u fe-r 
·appropriate handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

RE: DINNER WITH MONDALES AND 
JOHN MCPHEE 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

Jim Mcintyre 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox: It is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handl;ing. 

Rick Hutcheson 
cc: Stu Eizenstat 

Bob Lipshutz 

RE: COMPUTERIZED MATCHING 

-__ 1 
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• THE WHITE HOUSE 

.WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

3/13/78 

No staff objec,tions received. 

A note from Lipshutz is 
attached, concurring with 
OMB. 

Rick 
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E~ECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. Z0503 

MEMORANDUM FOR T.HE PRESIDENn~-~ 

FROM: JAMES T. MciNTYRE~ 

SUBJECT: Computerized Matching Programs 

tir.;; ~- o 1978 

Secretary Califano has initiated several programs matching 
computer tapes to find common characteristics. One program 
matched HEW's personnel files with tapes acquired from the 
States which contained information on ·the recipients of 
benefits under the Aid for Families with Dependent Children 
(AFDC) program. The purpose was to identify probable 
illegal recipients. Another program, still in progress, 
matches the AFDC tape with the tapes on virtually all 
Executive branch personnel. This program, called Project 
Match, was approved by the Office of Management and Budget 
following complaints arising from privacy concerns. Our 
action was limited to the specifics -of Project Match and 
was authorized by our statutorily assigned funct·ions under 
the Privacy Act. 

Because of the privacy concerns· expressed, we have agreed 
to lead a small and quick (30-day) effort to develop an 
Administration position on these programs and to develop 
some guidelines for them. The privacy concer.ns include: 

• the u:se of personal information for different 
purposes than those for which individuals were 
told, the information was collected; 

• potentially stiglllatizing federal employees (in 
those programs) by the mere incident of a "match"; 

• indiscrimin:ate extens·ion:s of these matching 
programs 1nto areas of greater personal pr1vacy 
expectations, e.g., tax information or political 
activities; and 

the absence of any administration gUidelines or 
·safeguards for these programs to ensure maximum 
privacy security. 
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Chairman Richardson Preyer of the House Subcommittee on 
Government Information and Individual Rights, the American 
Civil Liberties Union and Senator Muskie have expressed 
concern. We do not want further transfers of tapes to 
occur during the study, although Secretary Califano strongly 
wants transfers for a program matching employment tapes 
with the list of Guaranteed Student Loan program defaults 
and with the old age and disability recipient tapes. 

The employment tapes necessary for the match come from 
the Civil Service Commission and the Department of Defense. 
They have stated that they will not transfer the tapes 
withoutour approval. Because we believe that the privacy 
concerns with these programs can be greatly reduced by 
rational guidelines, if you agree, we do not intend to 
approve the transfers while the 60-day study is under 
way. Our reasons include: 

. a transfer would appear incons'istent with ·the 
purposes of a study, i.e., whether and how 
these matching programs should take place; 

. avoiding challenges to the objectivity of a 
study which could be made if transfers were 
made prior to studying the broader privacy 
implications of such programs; and 

• belief that a delay is cons·istent with your 
concerns for protecting personal privac¥, and 
with OMB's statutorily assigned respons~bilities. 

We recognize the potential that these programs offer but 
believe the potential for privacy invasions can be reduced, 
before these new programs are initiat~d. 

Agree · · · · · .. i/. · · ;;r_{! 
Disagree 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 10, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Bob Lipshutz f(f-r!-
SUBJECT: Computerized Matching Programs 

With reference to the memorandum to you from James 
Mcintyre relative to this matter, I concur strongly 
with his recommendations to you. 

On the one hand, I fully recognize the importance of 
utilizing available resources to obtain the maximum 
results in such matters as collection of money due 
to the government by borrowers under the student loan 
program who are in default. 

On the other hand, I strongly suggest that it is of much 
more importance for the Administration to establish 
rational guidelines for two very important reasons: 

1. To avoid indiscriminate extensions of 
the matching process into many areas; and 

2. To establish a carefully developed 
procedure for determining which computer 
tapes can be made available for matching, the 
manner in which ·they are processed, the safe
guards relating to the usage of information 
so obtained, and other pertinent factors. 

Therefore, the request by OMB for a thirty-day effort to 
develop the Administration's position on these programs 
and to develop these guidelines seems to be a wise course 
of action. 
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DATE: 110 MAR' 78 

FOR ACTION: 

INFO ONLY: THE VICE PRESIDENT STU EIZENSTAT 

HAMILTON JORDAN FRANK MOORE (LES FRANCIS) 

JODY POWELL JACK WATSON 

SUBJECT: MCINTYRE MEMO RE COMPUTERIZED MATCHING PROGRAM 

++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

+ RESPONSE DUE TO RICK HUTCHESON STAFF SE,CRETA.RY ( 456-7052) + 

+ BY: + 

++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

ACTION REQU&STED: 

STAFF RESPONSE: ( ) I CONCUR. ( ) NO GOMMENT. ( ) HOLD. 

PLEASE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW: 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR:. THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: PHIL WISE\)\)) 

The pre-advance team departs today (Tuesday, 
March 14) to finalize arrangements for your trip. 
Attached is an outline of our latest discussions 
with the host governments. 

Please indicate any comments for my use as 
we negotiate your final schedule with the in~ 
dividual host governments. 

l 
'· .. 

' 
; ,:;'_; 

~~ 



South America and Africa - March 28, 1978 - April 3, 1978 

~uesday, March 28, 1978 

0800 Depart Andrews AFB 

1315 Arrive Caracas, Venezuela 

1405 Depart Airport 

1430 Arrive Pantheon ..... Bolivar 

1450 Depart to La Casona 

1510 Arrive La Casona 

1515 Bilateral begins 

1630 Bilateral ends 

1645 Informal Press Opportunity 

1700 Free Time at La Casona 

1915 State Dinner 

2230 RON 

Wednesday, March 29, 1978 

0800 

0820 

0830 

0900 

0910 

0915 

1000 

1035 

1100 

1640 

1705 

1725 

1730 

1830 

Depart La Casona 

Arrive Congress 

Speech 

Depart Congress 

Arrive Miraflores Palace 

Second Bilateral 

Depart to Airport 

Arrive Airport 

Air Force One departs 

Arrive Brasilia, Brazil 

Depart Airport 

Arrive Planalto Palace 

Bilateral begins 

Bilateral ends 

Tomb 



Wednesday, March 29, 1978 (con't.) 

1B45 

19 30 

2000 

2130 

2145 

Arrive Hotel Nacional 

Depart to Dinner 

Dinner 

Depart Dinner 

Arrive Hotel Nacional - RON 

Thursday, March 30, 1978 

0900 

0930 

0940 

0950 

1035 

1040 

1045 

1200 

1215 

1230 

1400 

1415 

1500 

Press Conference - Hotel Nacional 

Press Conference ends 

Depart Hotel Nacional 

Arrive Congress 

Depart Congress 

Arrive Planalto Palace 

Second Bilateral begins 

Se~ond Bilateral ends 

Arrive Airport 

Depart Brasilia, Brazil 

Arrive Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

Depart Airport 

Arrive Overnite 

Free Afternoon and Evening 

Friday, March 31, 1978 

0900 Clergy Meeting-Cardinal Arns and 4 or 5 leading Brazilians 

0930 

0945 

1015 

1030 

Meeting ends 

Depart to Airport 

Arrive Airport 

Depart Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 



Friday, March 31, 1978 (con't.) 

2205 Arrive Lagos 

2230 Depart Airport 

2315 RON - State House Marina 

Saturday, April 1, 1978 

0950 

1000 

1045 

1215 

1230 

1245 

1300 

1500 

1515 

1600 

1615 

1920 

19 30 

2050 

2100 

Depart State House Marina 

Welcoming Ceremonies - Dodan Barracks 

Bilaterals begin 

Bilaterals end 

Depart Dodan Barracks 

Lay Wreath - Tafawa Balewa Square 

Arrive State House Marina - Private Lunch 

Depart State House Marina 

Arrive National Theater - Speech 

Depart National Theater 

Arrive State House Marina - Free Time 

Depart State House Marina 

Arrive Federal Palace Hotel - State Dinner 

Depart Federal Palace Hotel 

RON 

Sunday, April 2, 1978 

This day is flexible depending upon the mini
summit meeting and logistical considerations 
for Kano. Options include the original Kano 
schedule of attending a durbar and lunch with 
the Governor, or a combination of additional 
bilateral time with Obasanjo, church, visits 
to examples of Nigeria's progress (new dock 
facilities, bridge construction, etc.) and a 
summit meeting with the heads of state of the 
front line countries. 



. Monday, April 3, 1978 

1000 

1120 

1145 

1315 

1440 

1445 

1500 

2020 

Depart Lagos 

Arrive Roberts Field, Liberia 

Bilateral 

Working Lunch 

Lunch ends 

Departure Ceremonies 

Air Force One departs 

Arrive Andrews AFB 
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-l'HE WHiTE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Tuesday - March 14, 197'8 ~ _JJ 
3: 15 p.m. '(:!' 

MR. PRESIDENT 

I SUGGEST YOU CALL JOHN 
ANDERSON FIRST. 

BUD BROWN IS OPPOSED TO 
THE NATURAL GAS PROPOSALS AND 
AFTER TALKING TO JOHN Jl.NDERSON, 
YOU WILL PROBABLY HAVE A BETTER 
FEEL ABOUT CALLING BUD BROWN. 

FRANK 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRANK MOORE}. /I'-//' 
We need you to telephone Cong.ressman Clarence "Bud" 
Brown of Ohio and' Congressman John Anderson of Illinois. 

We need their help in convincing the following Republican 
l'1embers to support the natural gas proposals: Bill 
Steiger of Wisconsin, Gary Brown of Michigan, and Frank 
Horton of New York. 

You should say that you are asking them as the President 
to accept the Senate con£erees' proposal on natural 
gas and to help you in convincing their fellow Republicans 
to support these measures . 
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THE WHITE !HOUSE. 

WASHINGTON 

TUESDAY - MARCH 14, 1978 
5:35P.M. 

MR. PRES:TIDENT 

CONGRESSMAN WALTER FLOWERS ·WOULD LIKE 
TO TALK TO YOU ON THE PHONE. 

HE WANTS TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR STATEMENT 
THAT IS TO BE RELEASED CONCERNING NUCLEAR 
LICENSING AND TO REPORT TO YOU THAW HE 
AND CHAIRMAN TEAGUE~ WILJi... BE WITH T.HE 
ADMINISTRATION ON STOPPING THE CRBR. 

ALSO, CONGRESS<MAN FLOWERS WILL PROBABLY 
RECOMMEND THAT YOU S·EE CONGRESSWOMAN 
MARILYN LLOYD PERSONALLY TOMORROW. 
CONGRESSMAN FLOWE,RS HAS DEFINITELY BEEN 
OUR LEAD PERSON :EN THIS SITUATION AND 
YOU SHOULn THANK HIM FOR HIS COOPERATION. 

FRANK MOORE/JI:M FREE 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1978 

Stu Eizenstat 
Jim Mcintyre 
Secretary Schlesinger 

The attached was returned in the 
President's outbox today and is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling. 

Stu- please· inform other interested 
parties. 

Rick Hutcheson 

RE: NUCLEAR SITING AND LICENSING 
REOFRM LEGISLATION 

·, 

... ~-



THIE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHIN,GTON 

March 13, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRES ID.EN.T . ~ 

JIM MCINTYRE PI/. f7, 
STU EIZENSTAT 0-fvL FROM: 

SUBJECT: Nuclear Siting and Licensing Reform 
Legislation 

The Department of Energy (DOE) is proposing legislation to 
re£orm nuclear power plant siting and licensing. All agencies 
support the basic concepts of the bill: 

- early review and "banking" of potential 
nuclear sites, 

- standardized plant designs, 

- provision for combined construction permit/ 
operating license applications, 

- increased state role in environmental and need 
for power determinations, and 

- funding of intervenors in nuclear licensing 
proceedings. 

This memorandum reviews the relationship of this bill to the 
Administration's current nuclear energy policy~ outlines 
changes proposed in licensing procedures and requests 
your dec~sion on issues in disagreement among the agencies. 

Background 

The major elements of the Administration's stated nuclear 
policy are: 

- Some increa·se in the use of nuclear power from 
current generation light water reactors will be 
needed to meet energy needs, even with strong 
emphasis on conservation, coal and renewable 
resources. 
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- Plutonium recycle and breeder reactors will be 
indefinitely deferred because of their prolifera
tion risks and their economic uncertainties. 

- Safety assurances of nuclear power plants must 
be improved. 

- The nuclear licensing process should be reformed 
to reduce licensing time while continuing to assure 
that plants are built and operated in a manner that 
is safe, environmentally sound, and consistent with 
national security objectives. 

- Safe disposal of nuclear waste should be demon
strated at the earliest practical time. 

This legislative proposal should be viewed inthe context of 
the Adminis,tration' s overall nucl.ear policy. 

DOE is proposing legislation which could reduce the time 
required to license a plant from 10-12 years to 6-8 years, 
although this reduction will not occur immediately. Use of 
standardized design and pre-approval of sites (site banking), 
are the main factors affecting leadtimes, and these two 
innovations cannot take full effect for 6 to 10 years. 

Nuclear Plant Planning and Construction Leadtimes 

Nuclear power plant construction now costs £rom $700 million 
to $1 billion. Up to 40 percent of this cost is interest and 
inflation encountered during the licensing and construction 
period. The length and cost of this have been factors in the 
deferral or cancellation of many planned units. Reduced 
leadtimes could provide earlier and cheaper nuclear power. 

The nuclear power plant licensing and construction process 
currently i,s structured as follows: 

1. The utility planning and preapplication period 
begins with a utility decision to build a nuclear 
reactor and ends with Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
:(NRC) acceptance of the application for a construc
tion site, preparation of an environmental impact 
report, and preparation of a preliminary plant design 
report. 
( 2 years) 

2. During the construction permit review, the NRC 
reviews safety and environmental data furnished 
by the utility and a formal trial-type public 
hearing (called an adjudicatory hearing) is held. 
The utility must also meet and follow specific 
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technical standards set by the NRC fo.r plant 
construction. (2 years) 

3. During the construction period a utility 
finalizes the reactor design, builds the plant, 
and performs pre-operation testing. (6-8 years) 

4. During the operating license review, the N·RC 
reviews the final plant desigrt, a final safety 
report and an updated environmental report. This 
review runs concurrent with the last phase of 
plant construction. (during final 2 years of 
construction) 

The DOE bill could shorten the leadtime period by 3 to 4 years 
through the following changes in the current process. 

- Authorize an early site approval process ("site 
banking") allowing. utilities to get NRC approval 
of a nuclear site up to 10 years before. a decision 
to build a particular plant. A utility could complete 
all environmental studies and have these sites 
accepted well before deciding to build a plant at 

1/ 
/-1 --

the site. This could save 1-1/2 years. 

- Allow limited construction work to begin on pre-
viously approved sites before a construction permit / 
is issued. '!!'his. could save one vear. Issue .#2 
discusses this proposal in more detail. 

- Encourage the use of standardized plant designs 
which NRC ha·s reviewed and approved in prior pro
ceedings. This could reduce construction time to 
about 5-1/2 years by assuring that construction ~ _ 1. ~-
begins on the basis o.f a "final" rather than pre-
liminary design. (Standardized designs could be 
us.ed without this legislation, but it is genera:tly 
agreed that legislation will encourage this practice.) 

There are now 50,000 MWe of installed nuclear capacity in the 
U.S. (13% of present U.S. electricity generation}. An additional 
170,000MWe of nuclear capacity is now in the licensing and 
construction process and will come on line between now and 
1990. The draft bill will not affect these plants since they 
were begun without use of pre-approved sites or standardized 
design. Although it is difficult to predic·t how many new 
plants will be ordered a's a result of the changes proposed by 
this bill, it is clear that only a few will be planned unless 
the process is improved. Existing uncertainties in the areas 
of waste disposal, licensing, spent fuel handling, financing, 
and public attitudes have slowed new nuclear plant orders. 

','-~-

·.\ 
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This bill, coupled with our programs on waste disposal and 
spent fuel storage, should help remove many of these uncertain
ties. 

Agencies disagree on the following new licensing procedures 
proposed by DOE: 

1. Type of hearing to be held by NRC in fulfilling, 
licensing and National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) responsibilities. 

2. Criteria for delegating NEPA review responsibilities 
to states. 

3. Permitting limited construction work to begin on 
a pre-approved site prior to a determination by 
the state or the NRC of the specific need for 
power from the proposed plant. 

4. Criteria for holding public hearings at later 
stages 6f the licensing and construction processes. 

5. The finding that must be made by the NRC prior to 
permitting interim operation of a facility. 

Furthermore, some of your advisors strongly believe that any 
Administration bill on nuclear licensing should also: 

6. require NRC to make a finding on whether a solution 
exists to the nuclear waste management problem, and 

7. require a finding that no conservation and/or 
renewable energy alternatives to the nuclear power 
plant exist, i.e., make nuclear power in fact the 
11 last resort, 11 before l.icensing a particular plant. 
This would express a strong preference for renewable 
energy and conservation alternatives. 

Political Considerations 

Any proposal to change the nuclear licensing process will be 
controversial because it inevitably triggers the anti-nuclear/ 
pro-nuclear debate. Furthermore, there is wide disagreement, 
even within the industry, on which particular parts of the 
process cause delay, and definitive answers are not available. 
Finally, many. f.actors which influence lead times (such as 
utility financing difficulties, state requirements, and labor 
and equipment delays) are beyond the reach of legislative 

.remedies. 
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Whatever you decide on the issues discussed below, the bill 
will be controversial on the Hill and among private and public 
interest groups. Unless the coal strike has caused a sub
stantial reversal of attitudes in Congress, we do not expect 
legislation to be enacted this year. 

Many groups feel the legislation has symbolic as well as 
substantive implications. 

The nuclear industry is looking to the Administration 
for a sign of continuing support for nuclear power, 
even though the particular bill we propose does not 
satisfy them in every respect. They believe that 
the mere expression of intent to reduce leadtimes 
will improve the public att1tude towards nuclear power. 

- The environmental conununity will look to this bill as 
an indication of our "real" feelings about nuclear 

---------------power_-_--__ is_it_a __ supply_of ___ "last r_~_s_gr-t:" or are we 
stronger supporters of nuclear power? --------

- Industrial users of energy will look to this bill 
as an indication of our seriousness in addressing 
the overall adequacy of energy supplies. 

- The bill, along with your nominee for the fifth member 
of the Nuclear Regulatory Conunission, will be regarded 
as reflecting the Administration's latest "position" 
on nuclear power. Attempts will be made to character
ize the Administration as "pro- or anti~" nuclear 
based upon those two decisions. 

Given the political difficulties that inevitably will be 
encountered, we also·have considered the possibility of not 
sending legislation-to the Congress. 

DOE, Treasury, State, Commerce, Agriculture, Bob Strauss, and 
we reconunend that a bill go forward this year for the follow
ing reasons: 

1. The Administration has conunitted to do so 

2. A consensus within the Administration has been 
reached on all issues other than those presented 
to you in this memorandum. 

3. Even though a bill probably will not be enacted 
this year, it would be use-ful to begin the process 
now so that we can get action in the next Congress. 
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CEQ and EPA caution against sending a bill if it proposes 
to weaken public hearing procedures or if it fails to 
address the nuclear waste problem because: 

1. Watering down public hearing procedures 
would be regarded as a breach of administration 
commitment to ensure public participation 
in government decision-making. It would 
weaken public confidence in the nuclear 
licensing process. 

2. Failing to address the waste issue would 
ignore the most pressing problem facing 
nuclear power. 

3. Many of the reforms contained in the bill 
_could_ be--accomplished-administ-±a--t-ivel-y-,-- --- - ---
under existing NRC authority. 

The issues for decision are attached. 



ISSUES FOR DECISION 

ISSUE #1: Should existing NRC public hearing procedures 
be changed? 

BACKGROUND 

The Atomic Energy Act ("AEA") requires that the NRC 
hold adjudicatory (i.e., trial-type hearings with testimony 
under oath and cross-examination) hearings on is.sues of 
public health and safety. This standard was enacted at the 
beginning of the development of the American nuclear industry, 
and it was felt that only adjudicatory hearings would be 
sufficient to fully explore areas which were in the develop
ing stage as a new technology. That standard has never been 
changed. 

When the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") was 
_eng.9teg_ j__n 1969, the NRC's review responsibilities were 
extended to- nee-d -for- power (lnEluding-an asse-ssment- of 
energy supply alternatives) and environmental impact issues. 
Although NEPA itself does not require adjudicatory hearings 
on such issues, the NRC uses the same hearing procedures for 
all issues, whether health and safety or environmental. 
Some other independent regulatory agencies, (Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, Civil Aeronautics Board, and the 
Interstate Commerce Commission) routinely hold adjudicatory 
hearings for NEPA issues. Other federal and state ag.encies 
follow an informal, legislative-hearing format (oral state
ments for the record with questioning by a presiding official). 

Adjudicatory hearings require significantly more time 
than legislative hearings, but produce a more thorough and 
cross-checked record. DOE questions the efficacy of or 
necessity for the current NRC practice of holding adjudica
tory hearings for. health and safety issues and for NEPA 
issues. 

CEQ believes that, in practice, adjudicatory hearings 
are held on only contested issues which the NRC staff or 
intervenors identify; non-controversial issues are settled 
informally. CEQ also points out that the NRC frequently 
resolves techrtical issues by regulation: once a regulation 
is adopted, the issue cannot be raised in individual licensing 
proceedings. The Council believes that these two approaches 
reduce the number of issues which must be addressed in adjudi
catory hearings in any given case. They further contend that 
formal adjudicatory hearings produce a more reliable and 
defensible record. They also point out that public interest 
groups have fought hard to obtain formal hearings, and regard 
these hearing rights as their primary safeguard to ensure 
balance and sound NRC decision-making. 
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OPTION #1: Permit use of "hybrid'~ hearing procedures 
for health and safety issues and legislative 
hearing procedures for NEPA issues. 

This option would use legislative hearings for the 
initial screening of health and safety.issues. Those issues 
essential to the proceeding which cannot be resolved because 
of factual disputes would be resolved through adjudicatory 
procedures. 

DOE argues that this option recognizes the historical 
context in which adjudicatory hearings were originally enacted 
and why such hearings were extended by the NRC to cover NEPA 
issues. The development of standardized designs and a more 
comprehensive understanding of the nuclear technology reduce 
the requirements for adjudicatory hearings on all health and 
safety issues. A "hybrid procedure" would provide full oppor
tunity for adjudicatory hearings on specific health and safety 

-issues -that are--in- dispute; but -wou-l·d-permi t--re-ss-fo-rmal 
hearings for issues where a "trial" is unnecessary, thereby 
speeding the licensing process. 

DOE argues further that legislative hearings are adequate 
for making determinations on NEPA issues, as evidenced by the 
fact that some current federal and state NEPA reviews for 
facilities other than nuclear plants are adequately resolved 
in legislative hearings. The Department further states that 
because potential environmental impacts of nuclear plants are 
comparable to those of other facilities, similar procedures 
should be adequate. 

Opponents of this option argue that nuclear plants are 
highly controversial on environmental grounds, as well as 
on health and safety grounds. Therefore, contested environ
mental issues should be resolved in the same manner as 
contested health and safety issues, i.e., through adjudica
tory procedures. In addition, environmental issues frequently 
overlap safety issues -- the availability of water for. reactor 
cooling, for example, is both an environmental and a safety 
issue. Separate hearing standards may breed more confusion 
than efficiency, opponents argue. 

Opponents also point out that weaker standards for 
environmental issues will not likely _shorten licensing time 
or construction delays. NRC environmental reviews (including 
hearings) have caused licensing delays in less than 2 percent 
of the cases since 1972. Utility reports to the NRC on 
delays have cited environmental issues raised in hearings 
as the cause of only a very few delays. 
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Finallyj opponents argue that adequate procedures for 
dealing with uncontested issues evolved in practice and 
believe that further changes are unnecessary. 

Environmental groups would strongly oppose this option. 

OPTION #2: Retain adjudicatory hearings for health and 
safety issues but allow "hybrid" procedures 
for NRC NEPA review proceedings. 

This option would retain the status quo (adjudicatory 
hearings} for hearings on health and safety issues but would 
permit hybrid hearings for NRC NEPA review proceedings. 

·Adjudicatory hearings would still be required on contested 
factual or legal environmental issues remaining after a 
"le~islative" screening of the issues. 

Proponents of this option (Stu, OMB, OSTP} argue that 
the technical complexity of health and safety is·sues are 
appropriate for adjudicatory procedures and that only a 
full formal hearing including the cross-examination of wit
nesses will assure the public's confidence in the decisions 
made on health and safety issues. But this option would pro
vide additional flexibility in NEPA determinations, retaining 
the adjudicatory process, if needed, for contested issues 
of fact and law. 

DOE opposes this option on the grounds that adjudica
tory hearings for health and safety issues, while appropriate 
and necessary twenty years ago, are no longer needed, and 
that legislative or "hybrid"-type procedures are appropriate 
for resolving such issues. 

CEQ, EPA., and Interior oppose this option on the grounds 
that the same hearing procedures should be applied to environ
mental issues as are applied to health and safety issues. 
They further contend that two separate systems, one for 
health and safety, and one for environmental reviews would 
complicate and could ac.tually slow down the hearing process. 

OPTION #3: Continue the status quo, using adjudicatory 
hearings for contested issues in both the 
health and safety, and in environmental areas. 

This option would retain existing NRC hearing procedures. 
Adjudicatory hearings would be required on contested health, 
safety and environmental issues. 
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Proponents of this option argue that formal hearings 
on contested is,sues are the best way to ensure aB adequate, 
defens.ible basi.s for making licensing decisions. Formal 
hearings are also the only way to assure the public that an 
adequate public examination is made of a proposed reactor. 
Nuclear plant licensing continues to be highly controversial, 
on both safe.ty and environmental grounds. Serious safety 
questions about reactor sites and designs continue to be 
raised in individual licensing proceedings. Reactor siting 
remains environmentally controve:rsial, particularly at 
coastal locations. Contested issues of this sort should 
be addressed in proceedings that yield reliable information 
and win public confidence. Adjudicatory hearings achieve 
these purposes better than other hearing approaches. 

Proponents further argue that the existing process has 
evolved into a reasonably efficient format that permits reso
lution of non-controversial issues, and reserves· formal pro
ceedings for contested ones. The process is working., and all 
parties (NRC staff, utilities, inte,rvenors) are familiar with 
procedures depending on the "character" of the issue (safety 
vs. environmental), is more likely to breed confusion and 
delay than clarity or efficiency. 

Opponents of this option repeat the views expressed in 
Options· #1 and #2 in that the original premise for requiring 
adjudicatory hearings no longer exists and that mandatory 
adjudicatory hearings for the NEPA review process goes beyond 
the scope of NEPA itself. 

DECISIO't'J 

1. Permit the use of hybrid hearings for health 

2. 

and safety issues and legislative-type hearings 
of NEPA issues. (Recommended by DOE, State, and 
Commerce.) 

Keep adjudicatory hearings for health and safety V ~C... 
but permit hybrid hearings for NEPA. (Recommended "'7' 

by Stu, OMB, and OSTP.) 

3. Retain adjudicatory hearings for both health and 
safety, and NEPA issues. (Recommended by CEQ, 
Interior, and EPA.) 
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ISSUE #2: In delegating federal environmental impact 
statement responsibilities to states, should 
we require that the states use procedures 

.comparable to those now required of the NRC 
to carry out these responsibilities? 

NEPA requires the NRC to, prepare an Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for each nuclear power plant. The NRC must: 

- determine whether the power from the nuclear plant 
is needed; 

- assess all reasonable alternative means of meeting 
power needs; 

- assess the environmental effects of permitting the 
reactor vs. pursuing other alternatives; and 

- make a balanced decision on whether the plant should 
be built. 

Many states under their own laws also undertake environ
mental reviews, which duplicate NRC efforts. 

The draft bill would authorize the NRC to delegate all 
or part of these environmental review responsibilities to a 
state or an authoriz~ regional organization which has a pro
gram approved by NRC. States would not be required to accept 
this responsibility, although would be encouraged to do so. 
The NRC would retain responsibility for all health and safety 
determinations because of the technical complexity of these 
issues. 

Delegation of NEPA responsibility is intended to mini
mize state and federal duplication in the licensing process. 
This process, which recognizes state interests and expertise 
in s.i ting and environmental reviews, hopefully will increase 
public participation and confiden~e in the licensing process. 

The Governors have endorsed NEPA delegations, and all 
agencies agree that some type of state delegation would be 
a positive step~ Many agencies are concerned, however, that 
unless we require delegation with procedures comparable to 
those now required at the federal level, substantive environ
mental protections now in place will be reduced. 

The bill would establish nine specific standards for 
state performance of the NEPA responsibilities and would 
require the NRC to set guidelines for approval of state review 
programs. At issue is whether the three following procedural 
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protections, now in place at the federal level, should be 
statutorily required at the state level or whether we should 
le.t states have more; flexibility than is now required at the 
federal level. 

1. Formal adjudicatory hearings with cross-examina
tion for environmental issues. 

2. Funding by the states for intervenors who could 
not otherwise afford to become a party to the 
proceeding. (This will be required by this. 
bill at the federal level -- a change from 
current po~icy.) 

3. Specific procedures for state "need for power" 
determinations. 

If a state chose not to accept delegation of responsibility, 
item 2 would continue to be required of the NRC, while contin
uation of item 1 would depend upon your decision on issue 1. 

OPTION fl: Provide states with the opportunity to assume 
the current NRC responsibility for environmental 
determinations and reviews without requiring 
comparable procedures. 

DOE strongly opposes making delegations contingent on 
state adjudicatory hearings or state~provided intervenor 
funding. DOE believes that giving the NRC administrative 
authority to establish requirements for state programs is 
adequate protection. Mandating these procedures would be 
overly restrictive and would constitute federal interference 
in state decision-making procedures. DOE also points out 
that (1) this bill would provide stronger procedural require
ments than NEPA itself requires; and (2) the governors 
oppose mandatory intervenor funding at the state l.evel. 

(It should be noted, however, that existing NRC procedures 
for carrying out NEPA require formal hearings, even though 
NEPA itself does not require this procedure.) 

DOE believes that we would be imposing on the states an 
action not required by the underlying federal statute 
(NEPA) and not used for all other project evaluations which 
have comparable or greater environmental impacts than nuclear 
plants. DOE further believes that requiring states to use 
special hearing procedures and intervenor funding, would 
constitute a strong federal interference in state proceedings, 
with a broader impact than nuclear plant siting. DOE argues 
that this action is strongly opposed by some governors, 
although it is unclear, at least to Stu, CEQ, and OMB, 
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whe.ther a requirement of comparable procedures would in fact 
dissuade states from assuming NEPA responsibilities. 

CEQ states that environmental groups regard adjudicatory 
hearings as their strongest check against unbalanced or 
arbitrary government decisions. These groups would strongly 
oppose any transfer o·f responsibility which weakens public 
participation rights. 

OPTION #2: Delegation of NEPA-related responsibilities 
could occur only if states provide procedures 
comparable t:o those of the NRC 

This option would require states to use the same basic 
procedures as are now or will be required when the NRC con
ducts environmental reviews. Those favoring this option 
believe that on-the-record (adjudicatory) hearings with 
cross-examination are needed for reliable, factual decision
making, and that the funding of public intervenors in these 
proceedings wi.ll assure greater participation and a more 
thorough airing of issues. ·They also believe that in light 
of the importance of the "need for power" and environmental 
determinations, NRC procedures need to be delegated along 
with the NRC responsibilities. 

CEQ adds that adjudicatory hearings on contested issues 
are at the heart :of public confidence in reactor licensing. 
If current hearing standards are not maintained through the 
transfer of responsibility to the stat.es, public confidence 
in the integrity of the process would be seriously weakened. 

DECISION 

1. 

2. 

Delegation without requiring comparable 
procedures. (Recommended by DOE, Treasury, 
Commerce, and State.) & Jody 

Delegation .if states provide comparable 
procedures. (Recommended by Stu, OMB, 
CEQ, OSTP*, EPA, and Interior.) 

*OSTP supports this option with respect to procedures 
for environmental issues and need for power, but feels 
that requiring the states to assume the burdens of 
intervenor funding is an excessive intrusion by the 
federal government into the prerogatives and financial 
obligations of states·. Stu, OMB, and DOE, however, 
will be developing means of providing assistance to 
states for intervenor funding since these are costs 
which the federal government would bear if no del.egation 
to the states took place. 
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Should nuclear plant construction be allowed 
on pre-approved sites prior to the final 
"need for power" determination and environ
mental report update? 

Under current NRC procedures, limited construction work on 
a reactor site is allowed prior to issuance of a construction 
permit. Before allowing this work, however, NRC (1) completes 
a full environmental review; (2) determines the "need for 
power" from the proposed plant; and, (3) determines the 
basic safety of a reactor at that site. A Limited Work 
Authority (LWA), which allows the utility to do some early 
construction work, can then be issued. The construction 
per~it is issued only after NRC completes its safetyAin its 
ent1rety. 

The type of work that can be done under a LWA is substantial, 
and can result in expenditures of $50 and $100 million over 
9 to 18 months. All early construction work done under a 
LWA is at the utility's risk; in the event that a construction 
permit is not issued, the utility customers or stockholders 
(as determined by that state public utility commission) must 
cover the sunk costs. 

The draft bill provides early construction work similar to 
current practice in that: (1) NRC or the states must have 
completed a full environmental review, and (2) NRC must have 
determined the basic safety of a reactor at that site. 
However, under the draft bill the NRC (or state) determination 
of the specific "need for power" need not be made before 
construction activity begins. This is the main difference 
between the draft bill and current practice. 

Under the draft bill, prior to the time that early con
struction is permitted, any given site will have received 
one general "need for power" review when a site is approved 
and "banked" for later use. However, as much as ten years 
could elapse between banking of the site and the decision 
to build a particular plant. 

The issue is whether early construction should be allowed 
at a pre-approved site prior to (1) completion of the site
specific "need for power" determination and (2) an update 
of the site and plant environmental report. The draft bill 
does give both the state and the NRC authority to stop early 
construction for any reason, before these findings have been 
made. 
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No limited site construction allowed prior 
to the s1te spec1f~c "need for power" 
determination and an env1ronmental report 
update. 

CEQ, Interior and EPA are concerned that an investment of 
$50-$100 million in reactor site construction could pre
judice the NRC's or state's "need for power" determination 
and later operating license decisions. Major construction 
could occur prior to public scrutiny of the utility's power 
demand projects and other justification of the need for a 
plant. In addition, little opportunity will exist to re
view environmental issues raised between the time the site 
was banked and the time that construction begins. 

This option would eliminate authority to allow limited 
construction work on a banked site prior to a need for 
power determination. The public would thus be guaranteed 
an opportunity-to review the site (in the "need for power" 
proceeding) before any construction could begin. 

OPTION #2: Permit limited construction prior to the 
site-spec1f1c need for power determ1nation. 

The early construction provision could save from 6 to 12 
months of plant licensing time, which represents from 12 
to 33% of the time to be saved under the draft bill. While 
a utility could plan its applications in such a way as to 
minimize or eliminate this potential delay, not all utilities 
are likely to do so. This advantage of 6 to 12 months in 
the licensing time could result in power cost savings to 
consumers of $40 to $60 million per plant. In addition, 
the power replacement purchase costs associated with a six 
month delay could be as much as $25 million. On the other 
hand, should the "need for power" determination not be 
made positively, the consumers or stockholders would 
ultimately pay the $50 to $100 million spent on construction r during this period. 

The bill does allow the NRC or the affected state to prevent 
early construction if they wish for any reason. The bill 
requires that a notice of intent be filed with the NRC and 
the state six months prior to submission of a construction 
permit application, arid also requires thirty days notice 
before actual construdtion begins. Those favoring this 
option believe that these notice provisions, coupled with 
discretionary authority to prevent early construction, are 
sufficient to protect the public's right to review environ
mental issues. 

In addition, this provision for early site work is one of 
the main incentives for utilities to seek early site approval. 
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Decision: 

OPTION #1: 

OPTION #2: 
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No limited site construction permitted 
prior to the completion of a s'i te
specific ·"need for powe:r" determination. 
(Recommended by CEQ,, Interior, EPA,, and 
OSTP) . 

Permit limited site construction prior 
to the completion of a site-specific 
"need for power" determination. 
(Recommended by Stu, OMB, DOE, Treasury, 
Commerce, and State). & Jiody 
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How difficult should it be for the public to 
obta1n a hear1ng on a health, safety or 
environmental issue at later stages of the 
NRC l1cens1ng process? 

Under current practice, any party to an NRC licensing pro
ceedlng can request a hearing at any stage of the proceeding 
simply by filing a petition which describes the party's 
interest and the issues it wants heard. The Commission then 
dec~des whether the issues raised need to be heard. These 
rules make it fairly easy for an interested party to raise 
issues at any time during the licensing process as long as 
the issue is well defined. Once the hearing issues are 
defined, NRC rules give the intervenor "discovery"--that is, 
access to any relevant information in the possession of 
the utility applicant. 

The draft bill tries to get as many issues as possible 
raised early in the licensing process, so that there is 
less chance of delay due to hearings later in the process. 
Thus, certain provisions of the draft bill (see Option #1~ 
would change current NRC practice by making it, much more 
difficult to obtain a hearing at the operating licensing 
state of the process. 

All agencies agree with the general goal of an early airing 
of as many issues as possible. However, because the early 
hearings will be at the time a site is banked, 10-15 years 
could pass between the time of those early hearings and the 
operating license stage. Consequently, many agen6ies are 
concerned that the draft bill would make it too difficult 
to obtain a hearing at the later stage. 

All agencies agree that hearings at the operating stage 
should generally be limited to new issues, the disagreement 
here is over what would be a "new issue". 

All agencies also agree that new and significant information 
should permit the re-hearing of an old issue; the disagree
ment is over how difficult it should be for an intervenor 
to obtain the new information and how significant any new 
information would have to be to justify a hearing. 

The two options are set forth below in order of difficulty, 
starting with the provisions in the current draft bill. 

OPTION #1: More difficult 

o A new issue would be one for which there had been 
"no priority opportun1ty" for hear1ng. 
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o Any new information would have to be so significant 
that on J.ts face it would make (facJ.lJ.ty) compl1ance 
with NRC law and regulation unlikely. 

DOE believes that the opportunity for subsequent hearings 
should be as narrow as possible in order to encourage the 
early raising of issues and to limit potential delays in 
operating a plant. 

Under the draft bill~ "prior opportunity" would have existed 
if information on the issue was generally available--in the 
hearing record, in public files at the NRC, or in generally 
circulated literature--at the time of a previous hearing. 

tthe NRC can always raise issuesitself, even in the absence 
of the requisite showing by an intervenor. In addition, 
state proceedings would not be limited on any issue.) 

DOE believes this proposal in no way limits NRC's authority 
or the utilities' responsibility to maintain safety standards. 
DOE believes the limitation on the ability to reopen issues 
is central to the purposes of this legislation. Without 
this limitation, DOE believes it is unlikely that a utility 
would make the substantial investment required to have a 
site approved, for there would be no assurance that it 
could use that site when needed. Without.this limitation 
it is unlikely that a manufact.urer would attempt to license 
a standardized design, for issues could be reopened each 
time a plant was to be constructed. 

On the other hand, opponents of this option argue that it 
would place an undue burden on public intervenors, since 
the existence of a "prior opportunity" might have been 10 
or ~~:years before. Since a petitioner would not have the 
right of discovery of information within the control of a 
utility prior to establishing the existence of an issue or 
of new information, this type of showing would be even more 
difficult. This option, opponents argue could we~ken existing 
safety standards because of this major, new procedural thres
hold, and environmental groups consequently would oppose this 
option. 

OPTION #2: Less Difficult 

o A new issue woeld be one which "had not been presented 
in a prior proceeding." 

o Any new information would have to be significant enough 
to persuade the NRC that fac1l1ty compl1ance w1th NRC 
law and regulations would be unlikely. 
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In this option the basic limitation is relaxed somewhat 
from "no prior opportunity" to "not previously presented." 
If the issue had been presented in the context of a pre
vious hearing, subsequent hearings generally could not be 
held to address tf.lis issue. However, an is·sue on which 
information generally had been available but which had not 
been raised in the NRC process could be the subject of a 
new hearing under this option. This would provide some 
incentive for the utility applicant to be sure that all.known 
issues were raised in early proceedings, but would al.so place 
a burden on the utility to ensure that even obviou.s issues 
and'issues resolved informally were entered in the record. 

In addition, this option would relax the test for showing. the 
existence of new information on issues which had been pre
viously presented. NRC's present criteria for permitting 
hearings on new information--discussed in the introduction 
of this issue--would be us'ed under this option. If an 
intervenor had an apparently legitimate contention, a 
hearing would be convened. The petitioner then would have 
discovery rights to find additional informat1on (as under 
current NRC rules), and the merits of all information 
available on this issue would be addressed in a hearing. 

Under this option a showing of a likely violation of com
mission regulations would be enough to raise an issue for 
hearing at any stage of the licensing process. DOE cont.ends 
that this option is no better than the unacceptable status 
quo. 

Decision: 

OPTION #1: Difficult (Recommended by DOE, State, Commerce, / J<!....
and Stu) & ,Jody 

OPTION #2: Less Difficult {Recommended by OMB, CEQ·, Interior, 
OSTP, and EPA) . 
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Should the NRC be permitted to grant interim 
operating authority upon finding: 

a) that there is an "urgent public need or 
emergency," or 

b) that it is "in the national interest?" 

The NRC does not now have authority to permit interim operation 
of a nuclear plant prior to the issuance of an operating 
license. At one time there was such statutory authority, 
but the requirements were very strict and the provision was 
only used once. It lapsed by its own terms in 1973. 

The bill would permit the NRC to authorize interim operation 
prior to completion of all required hearings. The purpose of 
this provision is to permit operation of a fully-constructed 
but not yet licensed nuclear plant, but only after hearings 
have been completed and all issues resolved concerning public 
health and safety. 

The proposed options pertain to what finding the NRC should 
be required to make for this authority to be employed. 

OPTION #1: Require the NRC to find that operation is 
necessary because of an "urgent publ1c need 
or emergency. ' 

This standard would have the effect of limiting use of the 
provision to extremely grave situations. Failure of other 
power sources or need to conserve alternate sources of energy 
would presumably not be sufficient to meet this standard. 

Proponents of this option argue that early operation should 
be permitted prior to the completion of hearings only in 
emergency situations. The purpose of hearings is to raise 
and resolve issues, and operation prior to resolution of 
all issues and issuance of license should only be permitted 
in very limited situations. CEQ believes that conservation 
and alternative power sources should be used before resorting 
to a nuclear power plant which has not been fully licensed. 

Opponents of this option argue that the hearing will have 
been completed on all health and safety issues and that it 
would be extremely difficult to meet this standard in almost 
any case. 

OPTION #2: Require the NRC to find that operation is 
necessary "1n the national 1nterest". 
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This standard would permit the provision to, be employed in 
more ca.ses than the first, that is, would be a lowe·r thres
hold to meet. This standard could be met in situations where 
there was a power shortfall, or if the.re was a need to replace 
power supplied by other energy sources (i.e., oil, gas, coal, 
or hydro) . 

Proponents of this option argue that there is a need for a 
us-able provision for interim operation prior to completion 
of hearings on environmental, anti-trust or other non-health 
and safety issues. This would be one of the few provisions 
in the bill that could have an impact on plants currently in 
the NRC process rather than just on future plants. 

Opponents of this option argue that the standard is so vague 
that any plant could begin operations before it were fully 
licensed. Allowing operations to begin in non-emergency 
situations while hearings are still going on would seriously 
undermine public confidence in the hearing and licensing 
process. Instead, ~arly operation should be reserved for 
genuine power emergencies. 

Decision: 

1. Require a finding of "urgent public need or 
emergency" (Recommended by CEQ, OSTP, OMB, 
EPA, and Interior) • 

2. Require a finding of "in the national interest" 
(Recommended by DOE, State, Commerce and Stu). 
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Should a provision be added to the proposed 
bill that would require that the NRC make certain 
f1nd1ngs w1th respect to the permanent disposal 
of nuclear wastes? 

Should the NRC be explicitly prohibited 
from licensing new nuclear power plants lf the 
findings are negative? 

The lack of any demonstration of a safe and environmentally 
sound method for disposing of hazardous high level nuclear 
wastes is the largest problem associated with the expanded 
use of nuclear power. The National Energy Plan projected 
an increased use of nuclear power and also announced the 
Administration's commitment to the availability of adequate 
nuclear waste storage facilities. 

A few months ago, DOE established a Task Force to undertake 
a comprehensive review of the nation's waste management . 
policy and program. The Task Force report will be released 
later this month, and the remainder of 1978 will be devoted 
to interagency and public review and discussion, leading to 
a final Administration position by the end of the year. 
Industry and environmental groups agree that the waste 
management issue is one of the major uncertainties limiting 
new nuclear plant orders. 

Since the draft bill will have the effect of encouraging the 
use of nuclear power to meet the NEP energy supply objectives, 
some agencies believe that the bill should contain posJtive 
legislative steps to give further assurance that waste disposal 
can be accomplished without risk to public health and safety. 
They argue that this is necessary to make the bill consistent 
with the NEP and other Ad~inistration policies on waste 
management. Others do not believe legislative steps are 
needed, although they place high priority on dealing with. 
the waste issue. 

The following points also bear on your consideration of this 
issue: 

The State of California passed legislation in 1976 
which prohibits nuclear plant siting until there is 
"demonstrated technology" for permanent disposition of 
high level nuclear wastes. (This state legislation goes 
further in preventing nuclear licensing than would any 
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of the options presented below.) Several other 
states are considering similar reuqirements, although 
referenda to adopt such provisions have been defeated 
in many states. 

The Federal Government has had a poor track record in 
handling the waste disposal problem, contributing to 
public doubts about whether these wastes can be disposed 
of safely. 

An actual waste repository cannot be licensed by the NRC and 
in operation before 1985. Thus, it is impossible actually 
to demonstrate waste disposal within the next few years. 
Some believe that in lieu of this demonstration, a firm 
determination must be made that technical solutions to the 
waste problem are available in order to restore public con
fidence that nuclear wastes can be disposed of safely. 
Frank Press, however, has pointed out that all non-Government, 
serious technical reviews of the waste management issue, 
including those by the National Academy of Science, the 
American Physical Society and the Ford Foundation Mitre 
Nuclear Power Study, have agreed that the nuclear wastes can 
be· safety contained. He believes that the likelihood of 
a new finding that these wastes cannot be contained is low. 
However, Frank cannot make a similar statement with respect 
to the adequacy of the present federal program to demonstrate 
safe disposal of wastes. (DOE is now reviewing and developinq 
a new Adminstration program:) 

The··issues for your determination are: (1) What, if any, 
NRC duties should be mandated in the licensing bill? 
(2) What, if any, future explicit restrictions on nuclear 
plant licensing should be mandated by the bill? 

Option #1: Do not raise the nuclear waste issue either 
administratively or legislatively in connection 
w1th the draft bill. 

While the Adminstration would continue ;ongoing.efforts on 
the waste manaqement, no new steps, either administrative 
or legislative~ would be taken. The Administration could 
reiterate its previously determined plans to have interagency 
and public reviews of its waste management policy and programs. 
Both this and Option #2 avoid any Executive Branch curtailment 
of nuclear reactor licensing on the grounds of no resolution 
of the waste storage issue. Of course, under both Options #1 
and #2, NRC retains the authority to curtail licensing on its 
own. 
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Option #2: Administratively request NRC to determine whether 
there are reasonable assurances that nuclear 
wastes can be disposed of safely. 

This option would be implemented as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

Issue an Executive Order establishing a DOE-chaired 
Interagency Committee on Nuclear Waste-Management 
to develop a comprehensive plan by September 30, 1978, 
for the storage and permanent disposal of commercial 
high level nuclear wastes. This would be very similar 
to what is planned by DOE. 

DOE would, as presently planned, produce by December 31, 
1979, a final Generic Environmental Impact Statement 
(GEIS} on commercial nuclear wastes, including an 
evaluation of all methods for disposing high level 
wastes and the means for implementing these. 

NRC would review the GEIS with public participation. 
If it wanted to do so, it would report whether, in 
its opinion, wastes can be handled safely. (NOTE: 
Since the NRC is an independent agency, it cannot be 
bound to take any action by Executive Order. The 
present chairman, however, has indicated his personal 
willingness to proceed in this manner.} 

This option would not legally affect NRC's licensing of nuclear 
plants. However, as a practical matter, if NRC determines 
that wastes cannot be handled safely, NRC may well decide 
or be required by the courts to stop issuing licenses. This 
risk is also present under Option #1. This option would 
require NRC to review the feasibility of various waste 
disposal methods, but it would not require a review of the 
DOE plan to implement those methods. 

Option #3: Legislatively require NRC to determine: (1} 
whether there are reasonable assurances .that nuclear 
wastes can be d1.sposed of safely,and (2} whether 
a safe and timely plan exists to dispose of 
nuclear wastes. 

This option would be implemented as follows: 

0 DOE would produce a final Generic Environmental Impact 
Statement (GEIS} on nuclear wastes by December 31, 1979. 
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NRC would be required to review the environmental 
impact statement, to hold public hearings and to 
determine: 

{1) whether nuclear wastes can be safely contained 
until decayed to harmless levels; and 

{2) whether a safe and timely plan exists for the 
disposal of nuclear wastes. 

0 If the Commission cannot make either finding, NRC would 
be required to report to the President and to the Congress 
on how to ensure the continued protection of the public 
health and welfare. 

This option would demonstrate legislatively that the 
Administration wants a full public review of nuclear waste 
disposal, but would not require a cessation of licensing in 
the event of negative findings. Nonetheless, any negative 
finding on whether waste can safely be contained as in 
Option #2 likely would result in no new licenses be granted. 
Environmental groups would see this option as a positive and 
meaningful step, although they would favor the stronger steps 
proposed under Option #4. 

Establishing in law the requirement for a finding that waste 
can be disposed of safely could move utilities to delay any 
plant orders until after the finding. Therefore, the 
industry has opposed including the waste issue in the bill, 
although they are encouraging us to move forward with current 
plans for resol~ing the issue. In addition, DOE believes that 
the NRC might be precluded from performing other waste 
management evaluations until this review was completed. 
This could delay the program by several years. GEQ, OSTP, 
EPA, Stu and OMB do not believe this would occur, however, if 
the legislation were drafted to make clear an intent not 
to preclude other NRC licensing or environmental review 
activities. 

Option #4: In addition to provisions in Option #3, mandate 
the termination of nuclear plant licensing if 
the NRC's determination is negative with respect 
to either question. 

This option would require that all licensing of nuclear plants 
cease after four years if the NRC cannot find {1) that nuclear 
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wastes can be disposed of safely, and (2) that a plan 
exists t.o store nuclear.wastes. Th1s would send the 
strongest possible signal that the Administration puts a 
high priority on solving the waste management problem before 
relying on nuclear power as a future energy resoarce. 
(Nevertheless, this optioR is still not as restrictive on 
nucl.ear plant licensing as the Cali.fornia law, which halts 
all licensing until waste disposal has been demonstrated.) 

Similar to Option #3, this option could result in a delay 
in any new plaRt orders until this finding is made. 

Decision: 

Option #1: ,Do not raise the nuclear waste issue in 
connection with the draft bill. 0 
(Recommended by: DOE, Conunerce, State) & Jody 

Option #2: Administratively request NRC to determine 
whether there are reasonable assurances 
that nuclear wastes can be disposed of 
safely. 

(Recommended by: Stu, Treasury) 

Option #3: Legislatively reqaire NRC to determine: 
(l) whether there are reasonable 
assurances that nuclear wastes can be 
disposed of safely, and ( 2) whether a 
safe and timely plan exists t.o dispose 
of nuclear wastes. 

(Recommended by: OMB, OSTP, .EPA, Interior) 

0 

Option #4: In addi.tion to the provisions in Option #3, o 
mandate the termination of nuc~ear plant 
licensing if the NRC's determination is 
negative with respect to either questionw 

(Recommended by: CEQ) 
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ISSUE #7: Should a provision on conservation and renewable 
energy resource alternatives be added to the bill? 

In the President's Energy Address to Congress and in other 
Presidential statements, a commitment was expressed to rely 
first on energy conservation to deal with the energy crisis, 
then on coal with an increased use of solar and other 
renewable energy sources, and finally on nuclear power. In 
campaign statements the President referred to nuclear power 
as "a last resort." 

UndeJ:·- the· current:~·practice~ <.the~··NRC is .. required by NEPA to 
fully examine alternative ways -- including conservation and 
the use of renewable energy resources -- to avoid or to meet 
the power demands for which a new reactor is proposed. CEQ 
has proposed that if the NRC or a state finds that these 
alternatives to the proposed reactor are feasible~ that 
construction of the reactor should not be authorized. 

This proposal would take the current NEPA process a substantial 
step further, by mandating a preference for conservation and 
renewable energy resources if they constitute a feasible 
alternative to a proposed reactor. The a~ternative would 
have to be economical a:hd within_ the 11filit1es ~-ia:B·:i,:l±.ty·;to 
implement. 

Option #1: Require a mandatory finding that no conservation 
or renewable resources alternatives exist. 

CEQ beiieves its proposal would stimulate the development of 
conservation, solar and other renewable resource technologies 
more quickly than would occur under current licensing prac
tices. CEQ argues that the proposal does not prohibit 
necessary nuclear power expansion; it only places a higher 
priority on other alternatives as compared with the nuclear 
option. 

Moreover, the NRC is al:ready required to analyze alternatives. 
This option would impose a decision rule, but need not 
require more work or more time. 

While this option is conceptually interesting, some agencies 
have expressed strong reservations about its implementation. 

0 The NRC does not have expertise in the non-nuclear power 
areaand as currently constituted would have limited 
ability to address these issues. 
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0 Arriving at definitive findings on the availability of 
alternatives, particularly with advancing technologies 
and difficulties in projecting conservation-related 
savings, will be very diff.icul t. Arnbigui ty or lack 
·of definitive findings would increase the likelihood 
of litigation over particular reactor license 
ap.pli ca,tions. 

Option #2: Do not require a. mandatory finding that conser
vation or renewable alternatives exist. 

DOE argues that NKPA al.ready requires an analysis of all 
conservation and renewable alternatives prior to authorizing 
nuclear plant construction. If any of these are shown to 
be more economical than the proposed nuclear plant and could 
be implemented, then the nuclear plant as a practical matter 
probably would not be approved, even without the addition 
of this language in the bill. 

In addition, the p~oposal would impose a d~fficult burden 
on utilities to prove a negative fact, i.e., that no conser
va•tion or renewable energy alternative exist.s within all 
reasonable steps that a utiiity could' take. T.his provis·ion 
could also add time to the nuclear licensing proces.s, 
directly counter to the principal objective of the DOE bill. 

Decision: 

Option #1: Require a mandatory conservation and 
renewable alternatives finding. 

(Reco:mrrtended b:y: CE.Q, Interior) 

Option #2: Do not require a mandatory conservation 
and renewable alternatives finding. 

(Recommended by: Stu, OMB, OSTP, EPA, 
DOE, Trea13ury, Commerce, 
State} & Jody 

E'iz.enstat and OMB comment: 

It is possible ·to encourage the NRC and the states to take thes.e 
alternatives into account without going, as far as· CEQ propose·s. 
We do not believe that Option #1 is administratively pr-actical. 
We would recommend that DOE provide technical ass·istance in 
evaluating non-nuclear alternatives and that the Administration, 
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through its public statements, encourage full consideration 
of conservation and renewable resource options. The letter 
transmitting this bill to Congress could highlight out commit
ment to deve.loping alternatives and to providing incent}_ves 
for their commercial use. tJfl- ;1 
CEQ and Interior Comment: 

CEQ and Interior believe it both important and practical to 
establish at the earliest opportunity a policy preference for 
conservation and renewable energy at the time of deciding on 
:Lndividual plants. California, for example, currently does 
so. We believe this bill is an excellent opportunity to do 
so. 

\, 
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Department of Energy 
Washington, D.C. 20585 

ME·MORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

THE J?RESJ;PENT 

.;T;J;M SCHLESINGE~~ 
SUBJECT·: Nuclear S.i ting, and L.icensin9 ,Act lJ 

In your A:pril 20f 1.977, ene;t;.gy message you co:rcunitted to 
cutting the 10-12 year lead time .. f.or ·nuclear power plants 
in ha~f. .The proposed Nuclear· Siting and Licens,irig ,Act 
(NS~) cou;ld largely achieve this ;reduct.i·on and bring 
nuclear plants on-line in 6 1/2 years, by building 
standardized plants on pre-approved sites, and reducing 
uncertainties by limiting the opportunity to reopen .. 
issue·s. that do not adversely affect public health and 
safety.· 

The seven issues presented' to you f.or decision, however, 
are crucial in determ.ining whether thi·s leg.islation will 
meet this goal. Certain o:f these issues (in part.icular., 
iss.ues 6 and 7, re.lating to waste mana·gement· and' al terna
tive energy sources) could. undercut the leg·islat.ion by 
:further complicat.ing necessary decisions regarding waste 
management or by imposing a .standard which would make 
justification of a·lmost any nuclear: power plant very 
d.ifficult. 

Other issues (in particular, issues 2 through 4, relating 
to NEP.A review criteria, cr.iteria for allowin9 limited 
construction work on a site, and criteria for reopen.in9 
hearing_issues) are essential in streamlinin9 the re9ulatory 
process and providing State involvement in that process. 
In particular, issue 4 -- which sets standards :for reopening 
hearings -- is of great importance in assuring some degree · 
of certainty in the licens·ing process. Your reference· to 
this issue in speaking to the Governors last week has under
scored the need for a :firm but fair proces·s to encourag.e 
all relevant issues to be raised at the earliest pos:sible 
point in the l.icensing proces•s and avoid recurring iLitic;ra-
tion of old issues. · 
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Finally, there are two issues (issues 1 and 5, relating to 
types of hearings to be he.ld and interim operation of 

----~---riuc lear- pTan-ts:r-wnTcn couJid rna ter ially str-engthen the 
legislation and provide a les-s cumbersome method of bringing 
nuclear capacity on~line., while ensuring that- health and 
safety standards are maintained. 

The significance of this legislation cannot be overestimated. 
In the past three years, there have been nine new orders, 
but twenty-three cance-llations of orders fol:" light water 
reactors, for a net reduction of fourteen plants representing 
over 14,000 megawatts of capacity. Even utilities noted for 
their past commitment to the use of nuclear power have 
publicly stated that they would not order additional units 
until the current uncertainties in the siting ahd licensing 
proces-s were substantially reduced. 

I believe that there is considerable Congressional support 
for strong licensing legislatioa and the Governors will be 
similarly supportive of legislation which will make meaning
ful changes in the current licensing process. 
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Congressional Liaison 

Senate: Virtually: every Senator, except those who 
totally oppose nuclear power, is strongly supportive of 
reducing the siting and licensing period. Any reduction 
in the time required to bring a plant on stream would 
be welcomed. The only complaint we will hear from 
pro-nuclear Senators is that we have not reduced the 
period enough. 

House: House energy people (Teague, Flowers) still con
sider this Administration anti-nuclear. Anything we 
can do to cut lead-time on nuclear siting and licensing 
would be good. 

CEA: concur with Eizenstat on all issues 

On the nuclear waste issue (#6), CEA is concerned 
that the proposal might increase the uncertainty 
about the future of nuclear power. In either option 
#3 or #4, utilities might delay making commitments until 
after NRC determination was made. This could offset 
any favorable effect of expedited licensing. After 
you have made a decision, CEA suggests that you ask 
for an assessment of the induced delays resulting from 
implementation of the nuclear waste decision. 

CEA concurs that steps should be taken to accelerate 
the process of building nuclear plants. However, shor
tening the construction time will contribute but a 
modest amount to cheaper electricity. 

Comments from Jody Powell, CEQ and OSTP are noted at 
appropriate points in the attached memo. 



MEMORANDUM. FOR 

FRDr.1: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHiNGTON 

March 7, 1978 

. .__..--
THE VICE PRESIDENT n '-· 

,· HAMILTON JORDAN 
tJODY POWELL 

.1 FRANK MOORE c''; /, t "-·4i 1--n•k 

r ·CHARLES SCHULTZE./- IJ,....J!otH.,) 

..--cHARLES WARREN 4::?" 

1 t (·-·'·' <,JIM MciNTYRE ., 
?f'RANK PRESS v_· / 

ec·'L''\ STU EIZENSTAT ~~ /1 
JACK WATSON "t:JIJ- . • IV''-
RICK HUTCHESON 

NUCLEAR LICENSING LEGISLATION 

Attached is a redraft of the nuclear licensing decLsion 
memorandum which was circulated for senior staff comment 
last week. The Department of Energy has put forward two 
new options for the President's decision. I would like 
to have your comments in as soon as possible, but in no 
case later than 10:00 a.m. Wednesday, March 8. 

You wil.l note that the memorandum has not been retyped, 
so that you can readily see changes. These are indicated 
by capital letters, and in the case of issues 1 and 5, 
double-spaced pages. 
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ACTION 

EXECUTIVE Of'FICE OF THE PRES I DENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503 

THE PRESIDENT 

Jl~~RE/STU ElZEUSTAT r~ .d\ 
SUBJ.ECT: 

Nuclear Siting and Licensing Reform 
Legislation 

The Department of Energy (DOE) is !proposing legislation to refo_rm nuclear 
power plant siting and licensing. All agenci£s support the basic concepts 

of the bi 11: 
early revie\'t and "bankingu of potential nuclea-r site~, 

standardized plant designs, 

- provision for combined construction permit/operating license· 

epplications, 

increased state role in environmenta\~and need for power deter

·rninations, and 

funding of intervenors in nuclear l{censing proceedings. 

Thi,s memorandum reviev1s the relationship of this bill to the Admini.stration's 
current nuclear energy policY9 outlines changes proposed in licensing pro
cedures and requests your decision on issues in disagreement among .the 

agzncies. 

Ct~c!ground 

lbc t;;~jor ciei·,~ents of the /'.dmiraistt~ation's stated nuclear· policy are: 

- Some increase in the use of nuclear uower from current aeneration 
Yfc!ht \·:afer reactors Hi U be needed to meet energv needs, even 
\:1U15 trm1g eli1phas is on conservation~ coa 1 and rene't;ab le resources. 

- Plutonium recvc1e and h1·ecd2t' reactors \·rill be indefinitely deferred 
bcca-tiseofthClr pt~o1Hcra~t."ion ris;:s and their economic unccrtaintiies. 

- Saf<:t)' assm·ances of nuclear pm.;er plants -r.:ust be improved. · 

- l~~~~!_c_le_~_r lic£>nsing~c~ss should be reformed to reduce licensing 
t1me while cont~nuinq to assure tnat plants arc built and operated 
in a mannet' that is safe9 cnvit·or.:;tentally sound, and consistent with 

national security objectives. · 
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.. Safe dis\osal of nuclear waste should be demonstrated at the earliest 
practica time. 

This legislative proposal should be viewed in the context of the Aaminis-· . 
trati'On Is overa l1 nuclear policy. 

DOE is p·roposin.g legi·slation \'thich could reduce the time required to license 
a .plant from 10-12 years to 6-8 years, although this reduction \'lill not 

• · o.c~ur imme~iatel:. Use ?f standardized design and .pre-approval of ~ites . 
(slte.banklng), l!!o.t-he-ar-~g-proc~dur-es-] are the ma1n factors affect1ng 
leadt1mes, and these t\-10 1nnovat1ons cannot take fuH effect for 6 to 10 
years 

Nuclear Plant Plannina and Construction leadtimes 

Nuclear pov1er plant construction now costs from $700 mill ion to Sl billion. 
Up to 40 percent of this cost is interest and inflati,on encountered during 
the licenstng and construction period. The length and cost of this have 
·been factors in the deferral or cancellation of many planned units. Re
duced leadtimes could provide earlier and cheaper nuclear power. 

The nuclear power plant licensing: and construction proce~s currently is 
structured as follows~ · · 

NUCLEAR FffitJLll.TORY CCM"'JSSION 

l. The utility planninq and preaoplication period\beg.ins \'tith a utility 
"de-cision to build a nuclear reactor Q,nd er:1ds ~;'ffil(r,RC) acceptance 
of the application for a constructio~ permit. During this period 
a ·Utility chooses a site, prepares an environmental impact report, 
and prepares a prelimina.ry plant design re.port. (2 years) 

2. Dur~~the__£~structi9n oermit revi.e\·i,. the NRC revie\'IS safety and 
environmental data furnished by the utility and a forr.~al trial,-type 
public hearing (called an a'djudicatory .heari,ng} is held. The utility 
must also meet and follov: specific technical standards set by the NRC 
for plant coostruction. (2 years) . 

3. ·nuiing the constructic::>~riod a utility finalizes the reactor design, 
Di!ilds the plant, and per·forms pre-operation testing. (6-8 years) 

4 .. Durinq the operatinQ license review, the NRC reviews the final plant 
design, a -final sa.fety re,po,rt and an updated environmental report. 
This revim·l runs concurrent \·lith the last phase of plant construction. 
(dtJrinq final 2 vec:rs of ccnstruction) 

The DOE bill col!lld shorten the leadtime period by 3 to 4 years through the 
follm'ling changes in the current process. 

- Au_~h-9!l~.~---~~~!:.l..V_~j_!_e a o_p_r:pva ]-,--Rl·ocess ( 11 s ~ te banking 11
) all 0\-li.n~ 

Ull'llt1es to Get tiRC approval of a nuc1car s1te up to 10 years betore 
a decision to.build a porticular.plant. A utilitY. could cor.p1ete 
all envil·on~ental studies and have these sites accepted well before 
deciding to build a plant at the site. This could save 1 1/2 years • 
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- Allow limited construction 'itork to.begin on previotJs.ly approved 
sites before a construction permit is issued. This could save 
one year. Issue #2 discusses this propo~al in more detail~ 

·- _Encourage the use of standardiz.ed plar~t designs \'thich NRC ha? revievred 
and approved in prim:· proceedinas. This could red.uce construction 
time to about 5-1/2 years by a.ssuring that constructior:~ begins on the 
basis of a "final 11 rather than prelimi.nary design. (S,t.andardized 
designs could be used \'lithout this legislation, but it is generally 
agreed that legislation 'ilill encourage this practice.) 

There are no\'t 50,000 f·?:le. of installed nuclear capacity in the U . .S. {135~ of 
present U.S. electricity generation}.. An addHional 170.,000 f·i~·le of nuclear 
capacity is novr in the liceflsing and construction process and \·lill cor.1e on 
line bttween now and 1990. The draft bill will not affect these plants 
sfnce they \'tere begun \'lithout use of pre-approved sites or standardized 
design. Although it is d.iffkult to predict hovt many ne\'t plants \'till be 
ordered as a result of the changes proposed. by this bill, it is clear that 
only a few will be planned unless the process is improved. Existing 
uncertainties in the areas of Haste disposal, licensing, s.peAt fuel handling, 
financing, and public attitudes have slm·1ed Ae\·1 nuclear plant orders. This 
bill, coupled with our programs on \vaste disposal and sp.ent fl!lel storage, 
should help remove many of these uncertainties. · 

Agencies disagree on the follo\'ting ne\·1 licensing procedures proposed by DOE: 
·. !:':'; 

1. TYPE OF HF.P.RING 'IO BE HELD BY :NRC I!\ FULFILLUJG NATIONAL 
ENVIRONME!'.:'TAL POLICY Ac:r (1\'EPA) RESPO~SIBILITIES. 

2 l. Crit(;:ria for cfelegatiion of ~he N'ational Environmental Policy Acfi 
'mP_A rev i.e\·/ res pons i bi 1 it 1 es to states. - . 

3 X. Permitting limited construction work to begin ·on a pre-approved 
site prior to a determinatioA·by the state or the NRC of the 
speci fie need for pm·mr from, the proposed plarit. 

4 ~- Criteria for holding p~;~blic hearings at later stages of the 
licensing and construction processes. 

5. 'l'HE FINDING THAT MUST BE Z.1ADE BY TP.E I\.'RC PRIOR 'IO PFR"1I'ITING 
INl'ERIM OPERATION OF A FACII~I'IY. 
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Furt!ierH::>re, some of your advisors strongly believe that any Administration 
hill on nuclear licensing should also 

6 ~- require NRC to make a finding on whether a solution exists to 
the nuclear \'raste management problem, a,nd 

7 "l". ~ require a finding-that nD conservation and/or renewable energy 
alternatives to the nuclear power plant exist, i.e., make nuclear 
.po;'t'er in fact the "last resort," before licensing a particular 
plant. This \':auld place a strong preference for rene\'t'able energy 
and conservation alternatives. 

Political Considerations 

Any proposal to change the nuclear licensing process Hill be controversial 
because it inevitllbly tri9gcrs the anti-nuclear/pro-nuclear debate. Further
more, there is wide disagreement, even \·lithin the industt·y, en which 

.: ·:::.: 
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particular parts of the process cause del2y, and definitive answers.are 
not available. Finally9 many factors which influence leadtimes (such as 
uti;lity finQncing difficulties, state requirements, and labor and equipment .,. 
delays) are beyond the reach of legislative remed'ies . 

. Whatever you decide on the issues discussed' below, this bill will be 
controversial on the Hill and among private and public interest groups. 
Unless the coal strike has caused a substantial reversal of attitudes 
in Congress, we do not expect legislation to be enac~ed this year. 

Many groups feel the legislation has symbolic as Hell as substantive 
implications. 

Tlie nuclear industry is looking to the Administrati,on for a sign 
of continui,ng sup;:>ort for nuclear pm.;er., even though the partic
ular bill \·te propose does not satisfy them in every respect. They 
believe that the mere exoression of intent to reduce leadtimes Hill 
improve the public attit~de towards nuclear power. 

- The environr:1ental community \·zill look to this bill as an indication 
of our "real" feelings about nuclear povter--is it a supply of "last 
resort" or are we stronger supporters of nuclear power? 

Industrial users of ene,rgy will look to the bill as an indication 
of our seriousne?s i.n addressing the o'vera 11 adequacy of energy 
supplies. 

- The bi 11, along with your nominee fo.r the fi fth.member of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Corr:mission, will be regarded as reflectfng the Administra
tion's latest "position" on nuclear power. Attempts will be made to 
characterize the Admi-nistration as "pro- or anti-" nuclear .based upon 
these two decisions. 

Given the political difficulties that inevitably \'lill be encountered, \·:e 
elso.have considered the possibility of not sending legislation to the 
Cong:n~ss. A r.e-t~, separate study of the licensing process has not been 
<iori~, <lnd a bill is unlikely to be ena.cted this year. 

Ctl balcmce, ho·n'evel' all ofyour advism·sll do recomm.end tt<lat we go fon;ard 
vith a bill this year for tha following reasons! 

. 
1. lh::! /\dmltiistration has co;nmitted to do so. 

)j [~A and _CEQ fa-vor sending legislation fon;~at·d if the changes to the draft 
b1ll \":Inch they have reco::·mended are approved. Bob Strauss specifically 
has_a~ked that he be rec~rded in favor of sending~ bill forward, in 
t:ddltiOn to the other agencies noted in the memorandum. 
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2. A consensus within the Administration has been reached on all 
issue~ other than those presented to you in this memorandum: 

3. Even though a bill probably will not be enacted this year, ft 
would be useful to begin the process now so that we can get 
action in the next Congress. 

4 ~ The industry is counting on this bill as an expression of the 
Administration's interest in the continued viabiHty .of nuclear 

· power. 

Th~ issues for decisinn are attached. 



ISSUES FOR DECISION 

ISSUE #1: Should the NRC be permitted to hold non
adjudicatory hearings on all issues? 

BACKGROUND 

The Atomic Energy Act ("AEA") requires that the NRC 

hold adjudicatory hearings on issues of public health 

and safety. This standard \'.1-as enacted at the beginning of 

the development of the American nuclear industry, and it 

was felt that only adjudicatory hearings would be 

sufficient to fully explore areas which were in the 

developing stage as a new technology. That standard has 

never been changed. When the National Environmental 

Policy Act ("NEPA") was enacted, the NRC's review 

responsibilities were extended to need for power and 

environmental impact issues. NEPA:'i tse1f doe.s not 

require adjudicatory hearings on such issues. Other 

Federal and State agencies, faced with making NEPA 

determinations in other subject areas, do not routinely 

hold adjudicatory hearings, but rather follow the 

.legislative-hearing format or some other type of public 

participatory procedure. The NRC, following the ·existing 

statutory d'ic·tate of the AEA for adjudicatory hearings, 

extended such procedures to its NEPA reviews, thoug.h such 

extension was not mandatory. It is agreed that adjudicatory 

hearings (a trial format) require significantly more time 

than legislative hearings (oral statements on the record, 

questioning by presiding official.) 
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A question has been raised as to the efficacy of or necessity 

for the current NRC practice of holding adjudicatory hearings 

for health and safety issues and for.NEPA issues. All of the 

options listed below apply only to NRC proceedings. Issue #2 

relates to whether or not NRC procedures should be specifically 

required in State hearings. 

OPTION #1: Permit use of "hybrid" hearing procedures for 
health and safety issues and legislative hearing 
procedures for NEPA issues? 

This option would use legislative hearings for the initial 

screening of health and safety issues. Those issues essential 

to the proceeding which cannot be resolved because of factual 

disputes would be resolved through adjudicatory procedures. 

Proponents argue that this option recognizes the historical 

context in which adjudicatory hearings were originally enacted 

and why such hearing.s were extended by the NRC to cover NEPA 

issues. The development of standardized designs and a more 

comprehen~e understandi.ng of the n:9-cl~ar technology reduce 

the requirements for adjudicatory hearings on all health 

·and safety issues. A "hybrid procedure" would provide full 

opportunity for adjudicatory hearings on specific health and 

safety issues that are in dispute, but would permit less formal 

hearings for issues where a "trial" isunnecessary, thereby 

speeding the licensing process. The Senate Governmental Affairs 

Corrunittee has recommended informal procedures wherever possible, 

and has endorsed "hybrid" procedures in those areas where suitable 

resolution may not be possible solely through informal procedures. 

l 

I 

I 
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Proponents argue further that legislative hearings are 

adequate for making determinations on NEPA issues, as evidenced 

by the fact that current Federal and State NEPA reviews for 

facilities other than nuclear plants are adequately resolved 

in legislative hearings. Since potential envrionmental impacts 

of nuclear plants are comparable to those of other facilities, 

similar procedures should be adequate. 

OPTION #2: Reta·in adjudicatory hearings for health and safety 
issues but allow legislative hearings for NRC NEP.t\. 
review proceeding·s. 

This option would retain the status quo (adjudicatory hearings} 

for hearings on health and safety issues but would permit legis-
·. -=-~~._.-

lative hearings for NRC N:CPA review proceedings. However, the 

NRC could require adjudicatory hearings. on specific factual issues. 

relating to NEPA. 

Proponents of this option argue that the technical complexity of 

health and safety issues are appropriate for .adjudicatory procedures 

and that only a ·full formal hearing including the cross-examination 

of witnesses will assure the public's confidence in ::the decisions 

made on health and safety issues. This option also recognizes 

that legislative hearings are used by other Federal and State 

agencies for NEPA review proceedings and that, as noted in Option 

il above, comparable NE·PA issues for nuclear plants can be resolved 

through legislative hearings. 

i 
! 
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Opponents of this option argue that adjudicatory' hearings for 

health and safety issues, while appropriate and necessary twenty 

_years ago, are no longer needed, and that legislative or "hybrid"

type procedures are appropriate for resolving such issues. 

OPTION #3: Permit "hybrid" procedures to be used for all issues. 

This option would allow an initial screening of all issues 

through legislative hearings, with adjudicatory procedures to 

be employed at the discretion of the presiding officer for any 

factual issue in dispute. 

This option argues that the "hybrid" concept, as recommended 

by the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, should be 

employed whereever possible. It argues:, that although legislative 

hearings are preferable and the least time-consuming, factual 

issues may arise which cannot be resolved informally and that 

a .mechanism should exist to provide for adjudicatory procedures, 

when needeq.. n I .. \. 

This option is opposed by supporters of option #1, who argue that 

legislative hearings are sufficient, and that granting discretionary 

power to the predising officer creates too much uncertainty in the 

hearing process. 

Supporters of option #4, however, argue that the "hybrid" does 

no.t offer enough assurance that all issues will be properly 

resolved because too many issues need adjudicatory hearings, 

specifically with regard to health and safety issues, a~d that 

public ·COnfidence requires adjudicatory hearings. 
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OPTION #4: Continue the use of adjudicatory hearings for 
both health and safety issues and for the NRC 
NE.PA review proceedings. 

This option argues that the status quo has served an appropriate 

role in the licensing process and that full formal hearings should 

continue to be required. It argues for the continued use of 

adjudicatory hearings for the NEPA review, even though such 

procedures are not mandated by NEPA itself. 

Proponents argue that ••. 

Opponents of this option repeat the views expressed in options 

#1 and #3, in that the original premi~~ for requiring adjudicatory 

hearings no longer exists and that mandatory adjudicatory 

hearings for the NEPA review process goes beyond the scope of 

NEPA itself. 

l 
.'•l 

i 
l 

i 
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ISSUE #fie 
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im act statement res onsibilities 

- detennine \'thether the pm>~er from the nuclear plant is needed; 

-assess all rea-sonable alternative means of meeting power needs; 

- assess the en vi ronmenta l effects of pe.nni tti ng the reactor vs. 
pursuing other alternatives; and. 

- make a balanced decision on whether the plant should be built. 

~!Jny states unde.r their o.,.m laws also undet·take enviroli\mental revieNs, 
\'ihich duplicate NRC efforts. 

The draft bill would authorize the NRC to delegate all' or part of these 
environmental revie~., responsibilities to a state or an authorized regional 
o,rganization Hhich has a program approved by NRC. States would not be 
l~equired to accept this responsibility, although .\·:auld be encouraged 
to do so. The NRC would retain responsibility for all health and safety 
determinations because of the technical complexity of these issues. 

D::?t:gati on of NEPA responsi·bl ity is intended to minimize state and fed era 1 
c\:plication in the licensing process. This process, which recognizes state 
interests and expertise in siting and environmental revie\'IS, hopefully \'lill 
increase public participation and confidence in the lkensing process. 

lhe CJvernors have eHcorsed NEPA delegations, and all agencies agree that 
so:.1~ type of state dele,gation would be a positive step. f.lany agencies are 
con~e.rned, however, that unless \•:e require deleaation \·lith orocedurc.s 

~ ----L------
(~!:•:;J::rable to those rim·/ reauired at the federal level, substantive environ-
r:ii"tilp1=-otec ti ons nm·! in pi ace \'ti 1l be reduced. 

"fhe .tJn 1 \':ould estab}ish nine specific standards for state performance of 
the t;EPA res.ponsibilities and \l'Ould require the NRC to set guidelines for 
approval of state review programs. At issue is whether the three follm-1ing 
procedural protections. now in place at the federal l~vel, should be 
statutorily required at the state level or Hhether \'>'e should let states 
have QOre flexibility than is now required at the federal level. 
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1. Formal adjudicatory hearings with cross-examination for environmental 
issues. 

2. Funding by the states for intervenors \'tho could not othenlise afford 
to become a party to the proceeding (This \·ti 11 be required by this 
bill at the federal level--a change ft·om current .policy.) 

3. Specific ;procedures for state "need for povter" detenninations. 

[f!tems- l-ane 2--wou-ld-coJ+tiooe.-to 9e requ4red- of.-t.fte -NR&--i-f · state chose 
-no o a ccep 1. e ega 1on or res pons 1 . 1 11.. • , ITEl1 2 v..um CQt-.JTINUE 'IO BE REWIRED 

OF 'TFJE" NOC, \\'HILE CO\'TINUATION OF ITEM 1 WO.JllJ'DEPIND UPO::.-J YOOR DECISION ON ISSn: 1. 

Option #1: Provide states \'tith the opportunity to assume the current 
NRC responsibility for environrnental determinations and 
reviews without requiring comparable procedures. 

oo:: strongly opposes making delegations contingent on state adjudicatory 
hearings or state-provided inte.rvenor funding. DOE believes that giving 
the NRC administrative authority to establish requirements for state 
programs is adequate protection: Mandating these procedures would be 
overly restrictive and \·IOuld constitute Fedet·al interference in state 
decisi.on-rr.aking procedures. DOE also points out that (1) Ulis bill would 
provide stronger procedural require~ents than NEPA itself requires; and 
l2) tf.e governors oppose ma.ndatory intervenor fur1ding at the state level. 
U-t -shool d-be -ooted., -hm-~:ever.,., that e.xi s t4ng:::tmc- pr-oce-dures -f~ c~r-y.:l A-9 
out-uEPA=re ui-re forma<+- hear-in s-, e~n .thou h tlEPA-itsel,.f....does ROt~e ui-r~ 
th1 s- recedt:tre. 

~o:ne--gO\'ern~rs -have s-ta-ted-ti!C-t .they-- wott+d-J+Ot-a-Gee.pt -thes-e JteW-l=e;.:pons-i
bTI-l-ties--it=thi-three p.rGe~dJJres-1.}5-ted a'h{)ve are ~quired.- I-t i-s Hr.e-ieaf'-, 
hO\·•ev-er-,- whetl"ter-thi s-is-Just an expres:Sl'on of a preference or a rea 1 
oarrTer-to state -parl.idpation-0 

DOE BELIEVES THAT WE IDUID BE IMPOSING ON THE STATES AN 1-CTION NCYI' 
REQUIRED BY THE UNDERLYING FEDERAL STA'IUTE. (NEPA) AND NCYr USED FOR 
OTHER PROJOCT LVALUATIONS \\lHICH HAVE CCMPARABLE OR GREATER 
ThVI~1ENTAL IMPAcrS THAN l\"UCLEAR PlANTS. 

IF THE ADl\1INISTRATION PROPOSED LEGISIATIOO TO REQUIRE STA'IES TO 
USE SPECIAL HEARING PRO:EDURES AND INTERVENOR FilliDING 1 IT \\UJID 
CO~STI'IUTE A STRONG FEDERAL INTERFERENCE IN STATE PRO:EEDINGS 1 

\';ITH A BROADER IMPACT THAN NUCLEAR PLANT SITING. THIS ACTION 
IS STRQ\,'GLY OPPOSED BY THE GWERNORS. 
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Ootion #2: Deleqation of NEPA-related resoonsibiliti~s could occur only 
..=..a. • if state.s provide procedures co:noarable ·toth-ose~th-e NRC~ 

Qedera-1-f~e+'fl~rrt-J · 
OR TO BE .. 

Thi sfc;ption would require states to us.e the same basic pr-ocedUl·es as are 
nO\·lr~quired \•lhen the NRC c.onducts environiTlental reviev,•s. Those favoring 
this option believe that on-the--record {adjudicatory) hearings \"lith cross
e:.:amination ere needed for reliable, factual decision-r,~a.ki.fla; and that 
the funding of public intervenors in _these proceedings v:i11 assure greater 
participation aAd a more thorough airing of issues. They also believe thi!t 
in light of the impor1tance of the ''need for pm·1er" and environmental deter
minations, NRC procedu·res need to be de 1 ega ted a 1 ong \'lith the rmc res pons i
bilities. If comparable procedures are not required the Administration 

COUlD (would) be lm~eri ng the current procedura 1 standards for the en vi ronmenta 1 
detenninations on nuclear: po1-:er plant~. 

OR PROPOSED 
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Oeci si on: 

1. Delegation without requiring comparable 
procedures. 

(Recorrmended by: DOE, Treasury) 

2. Delegation if states provide comparable 
procedures-. 

(Recorrmended by: Stu, OMB, CEQ, OSTP, EPA 
Interior) 
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Should nuclear plant construction be allm·red on ore
approved sites ori or r;o the fi na 1 "need for pm·:er" 
(letermi nation and en•1ironmenta 1 reoort uoda te? 

Under .current rmc proceduress limited construction work on a reactor 
site is allowed prior to issuance ~fa construction permit. Before 
allowing this work, howevers tRC (1} completes a full environmental 
revie\'r; (2) determines the "need for po\'ter" from the proposed plant; 
and, (3} determines the basic safety of a reactor at that site .. A 
Limited Hork Authority {LHA}, which allm·1s the utility to do some early 
construction \·JOrk, can then be issued.· The construction permit is issued 
only after NRC completes its safety revie\'t in its entirety. 

The type of \·JOrk that can be done under a LHA is substantial, and can 
result in expenditures of 550 and SlOO million over 9 to 18 months. All 
early construction Hork done ·under a u:A is at the utility's risk; in 
the event that a construction permit is not issued, the utility customers 
or stockholders {as determined by that. state public utility commission} must 
cover the sunk costs. 

The draft bill provtdes early ccnstructi on \>/Ork similar to ·current practice 
in that: (1) NRC or the states must have completed a full environmental 
revie\·t, and {'2) NRC must have determined the basi·c safety of a reactor at 
that site. However, under the draft bill the NRC (or state} determination 
of the specific "need for pm·:er" need not be made before construction 
activity begins. This i.s the main difference beb-teen the draft bill and 
current practice. 

Under the draft bill, prior to the time that early construction is permitted, 
any given site \·lill have received one general 11 need for pm-1er 11 revie\'t \"lhen 
a site is approved and 11 banked" for later use. Ho\';ever, as much as ·ten 
years could elapse bet\-:een banking of the site and the decision to build a 
f}ltit~H-i~ plant. 
·~..;f·h C~J).\t;:)l\~. 
1The issue is whether early construction should be allowed at a pre-approved 
site prior to (1) completion of the site-specific "need for power .. deter
mination and (2) an ;update of the site and plant ·envi~rononental report. 
The qraft bill does give both the state amd the NRC authodty to stop 
early construction for any reason, before these findings have been made • 

.Qpt·ion n: No limitt:d site CJnstruction allo· .. ;(;d odor to the site specific 
----- "r7eCCf--fo-rpo\~cfe"fer-;:1Tr1iit1cn-~ti ·an envircnrn~m:a 1 reoort uud.;te. 

CEQ, Inte.rior and EPA are concerned that an investment of $50-$100 million 
in reactor site construction could prejudice the ~iRC's or state's "need for 
pm·:er" determination and later operating license decisions. Hajor con
struction could occur prior to public s~rutiny of the utility's power 
demand projects and other justification of the need for a plant. In 
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addition» little ppportunity will exist to review environmental issues 
raised between the time the site was banked and the time that construction 
begins. 

. ... 
This option \.:auld eliminate authority to allm-1 limited construction \'tork t 

on a ban~ed site prior to a need for power determination. The public would 
thus be guaranteed an opportunity to revie"1 the site (in the "need for 
po·.-1er" proceeding) before any construction could begin. 

Option #2. Permit liT:lited construction prior to the sit~-specific 
ne.ed for oo·,1er dete,rminat:ton. 

The early construction provision could save from 6 to 12 months of plant 
licensing· ti,me» v1hich represents from 12 to 33~~ of the time to be saved 
under the draft bill. [Whi-le-a-1:1t41i-ty--g0tl1d-?"tan-it-s- appl4<:ati-ons- i-A- SYcft-
;Cl-H -as -to min-i-m~ C»L e::Jjiitffia~ tAis ot£nt-ial-tft!· net-all--ut-i-li-ti-es-
.;a.re-11-kel?t w eo·-se-. This advantage of 6 to 12 months i,n the licensing 
time cou.ld result in pm·ter cost savings to consumers of $40 to $60 million 
per plant. In addition, the power· replacement purchase casts associated 
\·lith a six month delay could be as much as $25 million. On the other 
hand» should the "need for. po·;~er" determi.nation not be made positively, 
the consur:~ers or stockholders \·Jould ultimately pay the $50 to $100 million 
spent on construction during this period. · 

The bill does allow the rmc or the affected state to prevent early con
struction if they vtish for any reason. The bill requires that a notice 
of intent be filed with the NRC and the state six months prior to sub-

. mission of a construction permit application.s. and· also requires thirty 
days notice before actual construction begin~. Those favoring this option 
believe that these notice provisi0ns~ coupled \"lith discreti;onary authority 
to prevent early constru.c.tion~ are sufficient to protect the public•s right 
to revi.e\'1 erivi ronmenta 1 issues. · 

In addition, this proviston for early site~otk is one of the main incentives 
fo;~ utilities to seek early site approval. 

Decison: 

Option #1: No limit'ed site construction permitted prior 
to the co:::pletion of a site-specific 11 need for 
pcrdcr11 determination. 

(Recommended by: CEQ, Interior, EPP.) 
•. 

Option #2: Permit lit:1ited site construction p·rior to the 
completion of a site-specific .. need for pm'ler" 
determination. 

(Recomrnended by: Stu, O:·m, DOE, OSTP, Treasury, 
Corrmerce) 

/__} 

I I 
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lSSUE ~ Hmo~ difficult should it be for· the public to obtaina hearing 
on a health, safety or environmental issue at later stages of 
the NRC 1 i cens i ng process?. 

Under current practice, any party to an NRC licensing proceedingcan 
request a hearing at any stage of the proceeding simply by filing a 
.petition \'thich describ.es the party's interestand the. issues it vtants 
heard:. The Corr.mission then decides \-Jhether the issues raised need to be 
heard. These rules make it fairly easy for an interested party to raise 
issues at any time during the licensing process as long as the issue is 
\'Jell defined. Once the hearing issues a.re defined, riRC rules give the 
intervenor 11 d·iscovery 11--that is, access to any relevant information in 
the poss.ession of the utility applicant. 

The draft bi.11 tries to get as many issues as possible raised early in 
the licensing process, so that there is less chance of delay due to 
hea.rings later in the process. Thus, certain provisions of the draft 
hill (s.ee Option #1) \•tould change current NRC practice :by making ·it much 
more difficult to obtain a hearing at the operating licensing stage of 
the process. · 

All agencies agree \·Ii th the general goal of an early airing of as many 
issues as possible. Hm·tever, because the early hearings ~·:ill be at the 
time a site is banked, 10-15 years could pass betv:een the time of those 
early hearings and the operating license stage. Consequently, r.1any -agencies 
are concerned that the draft bill would make it too difficult to obtain a 
hearing at that later stage. ~:' · 

All agencies agree that hearings at the ope:rating stage should g_enerallv 
be li:mited to ne\'1 issues; the disagreement here is over what \•ioult1 be a 
"new i ss:ue." · . -

All agencies also agree that ne\'1 and significant information should peroit 
the re.-1hearing of an old issue; the disagreement is over hm.,r difficult it 
should be for an intervenor to obtain the ne\o: ir:~formation and i:lm·l signifi
cant any ne\'1 information would have to be to justify a hear·ing. 

The b:o options are set forth belo\'1 in order of difficulty, starting \·lith 
the provisions in the current draft bill. 

pption #1: MORE D!tFICULT 

0 A r.c\;1 isSUQ \·tOuld be one for· \'lhi·ch th2re h_ad br.en "no prior opportunit,y'' 
for h:;ut·inq. · 

.f. 0 
. An i-nter~ or- cct:t-M net· be- a 1-l-{l\...ed acce55- -to -uti-l-i tr:rec<>Rfs- ( tH-st:ov-e.ry} 
-t {) ob-t .a-i n .-flew-i A-f onr.a t+em-.. :J 

0 
· f.\ny ne>'l inforrn~tion \·;auld hJv~_!_o be so sigcnifiCant that on its face 
··t];·~~~ld ~uke \ft'lCilit)~:,oliancc.with NRC laH ~-nd rec:•Jlaticn 
un'h ~:e 1y. 
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DOE believes that the opportunity for subsequent hearings should be as 
narrow as possible in orde~ to encourage the early raising of issues and 
to limit potential delays in operating a plant. 

Under the draft bill, 11 Prior opportuni ty 11 would have existed if information 
on the issue \'tas generally available--in t:he hearing record, in public fi·les 
at the flRC, or in generally circulated literat~:~re--at the time of a previous 
hearing. . · 

I. (The--NRG-caR- -e-1\'tays- r-ai-se -i-ssues-itsel-f and-a -111a H8' e-ven- iff. -the- <H3s~s-e ef 
-the-re-qui.cs i te -s-ht"rtti fl.§ by at1 ffiterv.enen J 
~du~~~. s~. fy.· ~p~ts- th+s--=lim.ita-tioo. -Tfiley .-see-i-t a~ r-edtteiftg-tli€ 
.p.oss.:~bH1ty- tfl.at a--ful.l;jL c-enst-R:lc-te Cl. ty -GCU. _ p-F-ev-ent -er ~ ayed-
.f-rom--be iffl 0-r-€l u ctM OR- 1 i ne-bewa se-a f he a r..ffi g s &A }s-s u es- wh-i drc ou 1-tl h~e. 
be.en rasieei-·earlier or \'thkh do not. have a significant health and safety 
·impact. ) · 

THIS PROPOSAL IN NO WAY LIMITS NRC 1'5 AUTHORITY OR THE UTILITIES 1 

RESPOOSIBILITY TO MA.INTAlli SAFEI'Y STANDARDS. 'I'HE NRC CAN ALY..TA.YS 
RAISE A~ ISSUE AND lln'ERVENORS CAN OBTAIN ADDITIONAL HEARINGS 
00 1-IEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES WHENEVER A PROPER SHOoJIN:; CAN BE 
MADE. IN ADDITION, STATE PRCCEEDINGS·ARE NOT LIMITED ON J!oN':l 
ISSUE. 

OOE BELIEVES THE LlMITATION ON THE ABIL:ETY 'IQ REOPEN ISSUES IS 
CENTRAL 'IQ THE PURPOSES OF THIS LEGISLATION. Y...-r:ITHCUT THIS 
LIMITATION, IT IS UNLIKELY THAT A UTILITY V..WLD MAKE THE SUB,.. 
S'I'M'TIAL INVESTMENT REQUIRED 'IQ HAVE A SITE APPROVED, FOR THERE 
\\DUID BE NO ASSURANCE THAT IT CCX.JID USE THAT SITE WHEN NEEDED. 
WITHOUT THIS LIMITATION IT IS UNLIKELY THAT A MN\WACTURER \m.D 
ATI'EMPI' 'IO LICENSE A STANDARDIZED DESIGN, FOR ISSUES CCXJI.D BE 
REOPENED EACH TIME. A PI.MlT WAS 'IQ BE CONSTRUCI'ED. 

UNDUk'L ~STJU_cy . .1'HE...AVAIV\B!L.I~lfFAR!NGS AT SUBSEQ~'T STAGFS, 
~Tie oUiernand, op,ponents or th"!_~/ opt1on argue that 1t would place an 

ij}Rd·tt~ bH-rd8l-orrpubltc i.fl-tet"'V'eno-~s.1fisince the existence ?fa "prio~ . 
opportunity .. mig·ht ha've been 10 or·moreyeal'S before. S1nce a pet1t1oner 
\'tould not have the right of discovery of informati'on .\·lithi.n the cont~ol of 
a utiltiy prior to est~blishing the existence-of~~ ~~sue oro! new ~nfor: 

THE~on;{t-h~s .t-y.p~ ojl shmoJing \·rould be even more d1tf1cult. lJhl~ opt~en-;- i-t 
-l.S__jl.J':.IDJ_~d~eu·ld- \·rea ken e-x1 s~g -s-afeJ,.y -s-tand-ards- t1ecalise e-f tt:ns-ma ]or, 

. · ..JlE!XL:_:p..rnc-cdura-} threshold;·· and~nv. i ronmen ta 1 groups [c.o.ns:.e.q_uea.t..-tO·rou 1 d oppose 
this option. ~- , 
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Option ~2: LESS DIFFICULT 

0 A new issue would be one which •had not been presented in a prlor 
• proceeding." 

[ 
0 -An .l-&te D! e~r -eeu 14-n o t- ,be-a-l-l-ovt~ _ a c--te s-s- t-e-- u-t-i 14-ty---re<:--o Pd~ 

1<~ i s..ctlve-f:y ),-t.~b~ i4+- new- i n+orma ti-oo rT , 
0 Anv ne\-.r i nfcrmati on \·muld have to be siani fi cant encuqh to oersuade . . . ----- . __:.,__~. __ -

the NRC tihis facility co1i1pliance \·Jit.h i;Rc l'a\'1 and regulations \o~ould 
be un 1 i k~ 1 y_. 

lhis O!)tion relaxes the test from "no pri:or opportunity" to "not previously 
presented." If the issue had been presented in the cont~xt of a previous 
hearing, subsequent hearing.s generally could not be held to address this 
issue. Huwever, an issue on which i.nforr.:ation generally had been ·available 
but \~·hi5_h had not been raised in the. iiRC process could be the subject of a 
ne\'/ hearing under this option. This would prov~de some incentive for the 
utility applicant to be sure that all knmm isswes were raised in early pro
ceedings,, BUT \'JCXJLD ALSO PLACE A BURDEl'fJN THE UTILI'IY 'IO ENSUP£ THAT EVEN 

OBVIOOS ISSUES AND ISSli"ES RESOLVED INFORMALLY WERE PRESENTED. 

In addition, this optio'n would relax the test for S'howing- the existence 
of new information on issues which had been previously presented. NRC's 
present criteria for permitting hearings on new information--discussed in 
the introduction to this issue--'i/oul'd be used under this option • .If an 
intervenor had an apparently legitimate contention, a hearing \'/Ould be 
convened. The petitioner then \':ould have discovery rights to find additional · 
infonnation (as under current r:Rc rules), and the merits of all inforr.1ation 
available on this issue \'l.ould be. address.ed' in a :hearing. 

Under this option a shm·ling of a likely violation of corr.mission regulations 
· 'ttould be ~ough to raise an issue for hearing at any stage of the licensing 

process. Lf,ece.us-e- th-is --shm·ti 0§ is-less-di+fi-€tll t~ tlli!n-:Op.t-i 9tl =D DOE 
co_ntends that this opti O..!hlliQYl-d m:!~less-ly-p.r-oJ.oog--the-- H-<::en-sing~rocess1 

<Js .. NO BETTER THAN THE UNACCEPTABLE STATUS QUO. 

Decision: 

_Qpti on #l: O'i ffi cult l 1 
(Recom1:ended by: DOE) 

~tion #2: less Difficult. I 1 

(necor.1mended by: CEQ, Interior, Of.lB, 
OSTP, EPA. Stu has no 
preference between 
Options #1 and #2.) 
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Should the NRC be permitted to grant interim 
operating authority upon finding: 

a) that there is an "urgent public need 
or emergency," or 

b) that it is "in the national interest?" 

The NRC does not no\of have authority to permit interim 

operation of a nuclear plant prior to the issuance of an 

operating license. At one time there wa.s such statutory 

authority, but the requirements were so burdensome that 

the provision was only used once, be.fore it lapsed by its 

own terms in 1973. 

The bill would permi.t the NRC to authorize interim 

operation prior to completion of all required hearings. The 

purpose of this provision is to permit operation of a fully-

constructed nuclear plant after the hearings have been 

completed on issues relating public health and safety. 

The proposed options pertain to what finding the NRC 

should be required to make for this authority to be 

employed. 

OPTION #1: Require the NRC to find that.operation is 

necessary because of an "urgent public need 

or emergency." 
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This standard would have the effect of limiting use of 

the provision to extremely grave situations. Failure of 

other power sources or need to conserve alternate sources of 

energy would presumably not be sufficient to meet this 

standard. 

Proponents of this option argue that operation should. 

only be permitted prior to the completion of any hearing in 

emergency situations. The purpose of hearings is to raise 

and resolve issues, and operation should only be permitted 

prior to resolution of all issues in very limited situations. 

Opponents of this option argue that the hearing will 

have been completed on all health:,and safety issues and that 

it would be extremely difficult to meet this standard in 

almost any case. 

OPTION #2: Require the NRC to find that operation is 

necessary "in the national interest". 

This standard would permit the provision to be employed 

in more cases than the first, that is, would be a lower 

threshhold to meet. This standard could be met in situations 

where there was a power shortfall, or if there was a need to 

replace power supplied by other energy sources (i.e., oil, 

gas, coal,or hydro). 

. - .. ., .... - -- .. -., .... _ ·--~ -.- .· --.. ---------------~---·.......--:-··----,-~-: ·--~·~-;--.....,.,...-~ 
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Proponents of this option argue that there is a need 

for a usable provision for interim operation prior to 

completion of hearings on environmental, anti-trust or other 

non-health and safety issues. This would be one of the 

few provisions in the bill that could have an impact on 

plants currently in the NRC process rather than just on future 

plants. 

Opponents of this option argue that it would undermine 

the validity of the whole hearing process to permit operation 

based on this weaker standard prior to completion of hearings. 

DECISION: 

1. Require a finding of "urgent public need or 

emergency" 

(Recommended by: ) 

2. · Require a finding of "in the national interest" 

{Recommended by: 'PO~ ). 

·····--··.--,---.-_~ 
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#6 
ISSUE~ . ~hould a provision be added to the proposed bill that 

would require that the tiRC rr;ake certain findings .,.lith 
respect to the permanent discosal of nuclear wastes? 

Should the NRC be exolicitly orohibited from licensing 
ne'll nuclear pm·1er plants if the findinqs are negative? 

The lack of any demonstration of a safe O:rid environmentally sound 
method for disposing of hazardous high level nuclear \ofastes is the largest 
problem associated with the expanded use of nuclear power. The National 
Energy Plan projected an increased use of nuclear po'.'Ier and also announced 
the Administration's commitment to the availability of adequate nuclear · 
waste storage facilities. 

A fe\'l months ago, DOE established a Task Force to undertake a comprehensive 
revim'i of the nation's \·1aste management pol icy and :Program. The Task force 
report l'lil1 be released later this month, ar:~d the remainder of 1978 \·fill be 
devoted to interagency and public review and discus.sion, leading to a final 
P.dministration position by the end of the year. Industry and· environ
mental groups agree that the \'laste management issue is one of the major 
uncertainties limiting ne\'1 nuclear plant orders. 

Stnce the draft bill will have the effect of encouraging the use of 
nuclear po\'ter to meet the NEP energy supply objectives, some agencies 
believe that the bill should contain positive legislative steps to give 
further assurance that \o~as te disposal can be accomp 1 ished \·li thout risk 
to public health and safety. They argue lhat this is necessary to make 
the bill consistent with the NEP and other Administration policies on 
\':aste management. Others do not believe legislative steps are needed, 
although they·place high priority on dealing \·lith the ~·Jaste issue . 

The follc·.-ring points also bear on your consideration of this issue: 

- The State of California passed legislation in 1976 \·lhich prohibits 
nuclec:r plant siting until .there is ''demonstrated technology" for 

1
. /.sr<..

permanent disposition of high level nuclear \'tastes. (f=rtris-s.ta.te- \.J.J).N, 

-le -kla-t.i~ ·GeS -H.!r-tt E»"- • even.ti n lea-r-i-le-ens-i-n hat'\ Y' 
jfjQWI:tL:i!:fl:J=Jo.I.:::fj]Le:::~rutH:S..:tB::£.Scf.UttJHli!::till:ti..JJ.' . Sever a l other s ta te s 

il·re considering s irili 1 ar requirements, although referenda to 
adopt such provisions have been defeated inmany states.· 

- lhc Ft:d£?1·a 1 Government has had a poor track record ion handling 
the ~aste disposal problem, contributing to public doubts about 
\'Ihether these \'lastes can be disposed of safely. 
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An actual waste repository cannot be lic;ensed by the NRC and in operation 
before 1985. Thus, it is impossible .actually to demonstr~te \-laSte dis-
posal within the next f~w years. Some believe that in lieu of this 
demonstrati6ri, a firm determination must be made that technical solutions ~ 
to the waste problem are available in order to restore public confidence 
that nuclear \'/astes can be disposed of safetly. Frank Press, hov1ever, has 
pointed out that all non-Government, serious technical r~views of the waste 
management issue, including those by the National Academy of Science, the 
Arneri can Physical Society and the Ford Foundation Hi tre Nuclear Pm·1er Study, 
have agreed that the nucl:E:ar \·/astes can be safely contained. He believes 
that the likelihood of a new finding that these wast~s cannot be contained 
is low. However, Frank cannot make a similar statement with respect to the 
adequacy of the present federal program to demonstrate safe disposal of 
wastes. (DOE is nm·l revieHing and developing a ne\'1 Administration program.) 

The isstJes for you.r determinaUon are.: (1) ~lhat, if any, NRC duties should 
be mandated in tme licensing bill? (2) What, if any, future explicit 
restrictions on nuclear plant licensing should be mandated by thebill? 

0 ... • .1!1. p 1.1 on ~ • Do not raise the nucl~ar waste issue either administratively 
or legislatively in connection with the draft bill. 

While the Administration would continue ongoing efforts on the waste 
management, no new steps, either administrative or legislative, would 
be taken .. The Administation could reiterate its previously determined 
plans to have interagency and public revieNs of its \'taste management 
policy and programs. ·soth this and Option '#2 avoid any Executive Branch 
curtailment of nuclear reactor licensing on the groumds of no resolution 
of the \·Jaste storage issue. Of course, under both Options #l and #2, NRC 
retains the authority to curtail lice_nsing on its 0\'ln·. 

0 t o J:2 o . p 1 on ::- • Admini strati vel v reouest NRC to determine \·;hether there are 
reasonable assurances that nuclear wastes can be disoosed of 
safely. 

This ·option would be implemented as follm·1s: 

0 

0 

Issue an Executive Order establishing a DOE-chaired Interagency 
Comnittee on Nuclear Haste 1·1anagement to deve1op a comprehensive 
plan by September 30, 1978, for the stora:ge and permanent disposal 
of conrnercial high level nuclear \.;astes. This \·:ould be very 
similor to \·:hat i.s planned by DOE. 

DOE HoLild, as presently planned, produce by December 31, 1979, 
a final Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GElS) on 
comr1ercial nuclear \'lastes, including an evaluaHon of all methods 
for disposing high level wa~tes and the means for implementing 
these. 

.. ·--·~·---~·-"·-~·---- .. ·--.··.-..,>;··.-:----'·-
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0 NRC would review the GElS with publfc participation. If it wanted 

to do so, it would report whether, in its opinion, wastes can be 
handled safely. (HOTE: Since the NRC is an independent agency, 
it cannot be bound to take any action by Executive Order. The 
present chainnan, hm·tever, has indicated his personal willingness 
to pt·oceed in this manner.) _ · 

This option would not legally affect HRC's licensing of nuclear plants. 
Hm·1ever, as a practical r;1atter, if NRC determines that vtastes cannot be 
handled safely, NRC may \'tell decide or be required by the courts to stop 
issuing licenses. This risk is also present 11nder Option #1. This 

. option \'tould require NRC to review the feasibility of various waste 
disposal methods, but it would not requir·e a review of the DOE plan to 
implement those methods. 

0 t . "J!3 p 1 on ~ : le-gislatively regui.re NRC to determine:· (l) \·thether there are 
reasonable assurances that nuclear waste~ can be disoosed of 
safel,y, and (2) \•lhether a safe and ti,mely plan exists to dispose 
of nuclear wastes. 

This option would be implemented as follm·rs: 

0 DOE would produce a final Generic Environmental Impact Statement 
(GElS) on nuclear \·tastes by December 31, 1979. 

0 NRC \'IOuld be required to review the environmental impact statement, 
to hold public hearings and to determfne: 

(1) \'lhether nuclear \·tastes can be safely contained until decayed· 
to harmless levels; and 

(2) whether a safe and timely plan exists for the disposal of 
nuclear \'lastes. 

0 If the Comniss1on cannot make either finding~ NRC \·lould be required 
to t·eport to the President and to the Congress on how to ensure the 
continued protection of the public health and Helfare. 

This option \':ould demonstrate legislatively that the Administration wants 
a full public review of nuclear waste disposal~ but would not require a 
cessation of licensing in the event of negative findings. Nonetheless,· 
ilny negative finding on \·:hether \·;aste can safely be contained as in 
Cption ~2 likely would result in no aew licenses be granted. Environmental 
£VCUps \·:oul d see this option as a positive and meaningful step, a ltho.ugh 
they Hou.ld favor the stronger steps proposed under Option #4. 

Establishing in law the requirement ·far a finding that waste can be disposed 
of safely could move utilities to delay any plant orders until after the 
finding. Therefore~ the industry has opposed including the waste issue in 
th~ bill. although they are encouraging us to move fo~iard \·tith current plans 
for resolving the issue. IN ADDITION, THE NRC MIGHT BE PRECLUDED FRCX-1 

PERFORI.'UNG OUIER "WAS'l'E t-1ANAG~"T EVALUATIONS UNTIL THIS REVIE¥'7 WAS 
CCNPLETED. THIS COOI..D DELAY THE Pl~RAM BY SEVERAL YEARS. 
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In addition to the prOVlSlOns in o~tion #3. mandate the ter
mination of nuclear plant licensing if the fiRC's determination 

• is negative with resoect to either question. 

This option \·tould require that all licensing of nuclear plants cease after 
four years if the URC cannot find (1) that nuclear \'tastes can be disposed 
of safely, and (2) that a plan exists to store nuclear \'tastes. This \'tould 
send the strongest possible sig'l::ll that the Administration puts a high 
pl'iority on solving the \·taste Tilanilgement problem before relying on nuclear 
pm·Jer as a future energy resource. ..:kv.a.rtfl.e.i.es-s-, tl*5 er,;Jt-Hm-is-st:+H- ne-t 
.as r-estr..kti-¥e 00 n{:f£leM j:Hant-li-€ens4n~as-the €-ftli-fOFft'la a¥r, \'1 lC: iJ,l-(.._ 
-"halts a+i Hcens ~ iffit~ ~s'E'e d+sp:esa1=-t1as: be'E"R EH::t:aa+IS'"&ra=t~ . 1,... 

Similar to Option #3, thi·s option could result in a delay in any ne~·t plant 
orders until this find1ng is mal!e~'. 

Decision: 

Option :rl: 

Option #2: 

Option #3: 

Do not raise the nuclear waste issue in 
connection with the draft bill. 

tSTA~ 
(Reconrnended by: DOE, Cor.merc~J 

Administratively request rmc to determine 
whether there are reasonable assurances that 
nuclear \'tastes can be di,sposed,:of safely. 

(Reco:r:mended by: Stu, Treasury) 

legislatively r:equire NRC to detel·mine: (1) 
whether.there are·reasonable assurances that 
nuclear wastes can be disposed of safely, and 
(2) whether a safe and timely plan exists to 
dispose of nuclear wastes. 

(Recom.'llended by: mta, OSTP,- EPA, Interior) 

,Op·tion #4: ln addition to the provisions in Option #3, 
mandate the termination of nuclear plant 
licensi.ng if the f:RC's determination i.s negative 
\'lith t·espect to either quest i.on,. I I 

(Recor:tnended by: CEQ) 
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Should a prov1s1on on conservation and renewable enerqy 
resource alternatives be added to the bill? 

In the President's Energy Address to Congress and in other Presidential 
stater.:ents, a commitment \liaS expressed to rely first on energy conservation ~ 
to deal with the energy crisis, then on coal with an increased use of solar 
and other renewable energy sources, and finally on nuclear power. In 
campaign statements the President referred to nuclear pov1er as "a last 
resort." 

CEQ has proposed mandating that the NRC or the states be required to 
determine that no feasible conservation or renewable eneray resources 
·are available to meet specific power needs before issuing-a license to 
build a nuclear plant. This. proposal \'IOuld take the current NEPA process 
a large step further, by mandatina a preference for conse,rvation and 
rene,·:able en.ergy resources if they constitute a feasible alternative to 
a proposed reactor. The alternative would have to be economical and within 
the utilities' ability to implement. 

ppticn #1: Reouire a mandatorv findina that no conservation or rene·.·1able 
resources alternatives exist. 

CEQ believes its proposal would stimulate the develop~ent of conservation, 
solar and other rene\'lable resource technologies r.m.r·e quickly than \·lould 
occur under current licensing practices. CEQ arguzs that the proposal. 
does not prohibit necessary nuc.l ear pov:er expans i or:~; it only places a 
higher priority on oth.er alternatives as compared \'tith the nuclear option~~ 

·. !:-~. 

While this option is conceptually ir.terestiAg, some agencies have 
expressed strong reservations about its implementation. 

0 The NRC does not have expertise in the non-nuclear power area 
and as currently constituted \'tauld have limited ability to address 
these issues. 

0 Arriving at definitive findings on the availability of a 1 terr.atives, 
particularly with advancing technologies and difficulties i~ pro
jecting conservation-related savings, \·lill be very di'ffi.cult. 
Ambiguity or lack of definitive fi·ndings \'muld increase the likelihood 
of litigation over particular reactor license applications . 

.Qption #2: _po not require a mandatorv fi~1dina that conservati:on or 
1·cnewable alternatives exist. 

DOE argues that NEPA already requires an analysis of all conservation and 
reneNable resource alterAatives prior to authodzing nuclear plant con
struction. If any of these arc shown to be more ecoi1omical than the 
proposed nuclear plant and could be implemented, then the nuclear plant 
probably would not, as a practical matter, be approved, even without the 
addition of this language in the bill. 

, 
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In addition, the proposal would impose a difficult burden on utilities to 
prove a negative fact, i.e., that no conservation or renewable energy 
alternative exists within all reasonable steps that a utility could take. ~ 
The provision would also add time to the nuclear licensing process, directly 
counter to the principal objective of the DOE bill. · 

· Decision: 

Option #l: 

Option· =2: 

Require a mand-atory conservation and 
renev:able alternatives finding. 

(Recommended by: CEQ, Interior) 

Do not require a mandatory conservation 
and renewable alternatives finding. 

(Recommended by: Stu, OHB, OSTP, EPA, 
DOE, Treasu:ry, Commerce) 

Eizenstat and OMB Comment: 

I I 

It is possible to encourage the. NRC a·nd the states to take these alternatives 
into account \·li thout going as far as CEQ .proposes. ~·!e do not be i i eve that 
Option #1 is administratively pra·ctical. He \':ouid recorrmend that DOE provide 
technical assistance i,n evaluating non-nuclear alternatives and that the 
Administration, through its public stater.ienTs, encourage full consideration 
of cc1servati on and t·ene•t:abl e resource opt.i or:1s. The letter transmitting 
this bill to Congress could highlight our COiT!;nitment to developing alter
natives and to providing incentives yor their commertial use. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 



Department of Energy 
Washingtoril, D.C. 20585 

~MORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Feb~uary 27, 1978 

SUBJECT: 

JAMES R. SCHLESINGER'~-· . '-,[ 

PROPOSED NUCLEAR SITI~- AND LICENSING ACT 

FROM: 

In your Apr.i.l 20, 1977, energy message you committed to 
cutting the 10-12 year lead time fo:r nuclear· power plants 
in half~ After seven months of discus·sion, review and 
compromise, the proposed Nuclear Siting and Licensing Act 
(NSLA) is ready to be submitted to the Congress, pending 
your d~cision on .five issues. 

The significance of this legislation cannot be over,estimated. 
In the last 26 months there were only four new orders for. 
nuclear plants. Even utilities noted for their past· commit
ment to the use of nuclear :power have publicly s,tated that 
they would not order additional unit•s until the· current 
uncertainties in the siting and .ILicens·ing process were sub
sta,ntially reduced. In short, nuclear power is no longer a 
reasonable energy choice. 

The proposed NSLA will have little impact on nuc·lea•r powe~ 
plants now in the pipeline, but will have a significant 
impact on newly planned facilities '.to come on-line in the 
late 1980's. The current time of 10-12 years to get a plant 
on-line could be shortened to. 6-1/2 years. This would be 
accomplished by building standa'rd'ized plants on pre-approved 
sites, and reducing uncertainties by limiting the opportunity 
to reopen issues. that do not adversely af.fect public health 
and safety. 

The ·electricity crisis caused by the coal strike cl.ea~ly s;hows 
the need for diversity of energy sources. A majority of 
the Governors have strongly supported the concepts contained 
in the bill since an early draft was distributed in August 
1977. Additional support and interes·t has come from States 
"saved" by nuclear power during the coal strike. 
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The current vers.ion of the bill is .a good first. step towards 
restoring the nuclear option, though I personally believe 
the proposal has been weakened significantly during the 
process of inter-agency review and could be strenthened 
before submission to Congress. In general, your Cabinet 
suppo·rts strong licensi11.g legislation, although some of 
your advisors have objected to certain· concept's in the bill.* 

As a result of th.is process, several significant features of 
the initial proposal ha,ve been substantially weakened or 
completely eliminated. Among the most valuable concepts 
which would strengthen· the:! bil~ are the following:: 

o The expanded use of legislative hearing·s, rather than 
requiring adjudicatory hearings (i.e. , trial format) , 
which·can result in lengthy, repetitive procedures. 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) does not 
regui.re any specific procedure and most Federal .and 
State reviews currently use infoxmal legislative 
hearings. The Sena.te Governmental Affairs C0mmi ttee 
has r.ecommended the use of informal procedures whenever 
possible, and ·this' philosophy was i11.corporated into. 
the Department of Ene~gy ('E>OE) Authoriza·tion Act. 

o Permitting NRC to issue interim operating licenses 
whenever it is in the national interest. If a 
standardized plant design is used, interim licensing 
authority should be available after all health and 
safety issues are resolved. 

o Limiting the number and scope of required hearings. 
The Utilities arid intervenors should be encouraged ~o 

·consider and raise,,.issues early in the licensi11.g process. 
·Once these issues could have been considered, the 
opportunity to subsequently raise or reopen these 
issues should be limited. Many of. today's proceed·ings 
are needles·s·ly filled with issues that e.i ther could have 
been raised earlier or have already been resolved in 
other hearings. This issue is raised in part by 
Issue 3 below. 

The omission of these concept·s has resulted in a minimum 
proposal to permit nuclear power to be a viab1e energy option. 
Additio'rial comp~omises on the five issues requiring your 
decision would severely weaken this minimum proposal. 

* Agriculture, Commer.ce, Justice, Labor, Treasury and 
Ambassador Strauss all support a strong bill.; Interior 
has expressed some reservations; CEQ ,and EPA have beeR 
the principal advoca·tes for a more limited bill. 
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The five issues that require your decision are: 

Issue 1: Should the legislation dictate procedures to the 
States? 

All ag.encies agree. that delegation to the States 
of NRC review respons·ib:llitie·s should be permitted 
for non-health ~nd -safety issues, if there exists 
an NRC-approved State program. Some agencies, 
however, want the legislation to specifically 
require t'he· States t·o use adjudicatory hearings 
fo-r environmental review of nuclear sites, and 
the need for power determination. In effect, we 
would be· .imposing on the s·tates an action not 
required by the underlying Federal Statute (NEPA) 
and not used.for other project evaluations which 
have comparable or .greater environmental impacts 
than nuclear plants. 

If.the Administration: proposed legislation to 
require States to use adjudicat·ory hearings and 
intervenor funding, it would constitute a strong 
Federal. interference in State proceeding,s, with a 
broader impact than nuciear plant siting. This 
action is strongly opposed by the Governors. 

Issue 2: Should limited constraction be periilit.ted on pre
approved sites? 

Limited construction should be permitted on pre
approved sites before a formal site-specific deter
mination of need for.power. This authority could 
s'ave a minimum of 6-12 months of cr.itical path 
time, and reduce the cost o£ power. Since the bill 
permits the State or the NRC to prohibit or limit 
such construction for any reason, abuses are 
unlikely, while- time and dollar savings are signifi
cant. Without this provision, the incentives for 
utilities to pre-select sites would be substantially 
reduced. 

Issue 3: What standards should be established for obtaining 
a hearing afte.r adj'udicatory he·ar~ngs on the 
standardized design and site have been held? 

To redace the uncertaintie~s of ·the siting and 
licensing process, it is essential t.oprovide a 
hi,gh degree of finality on old or insignificant 
issues and not_permit hearings on such issues to 
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delay bringing plants on-line. This essential 
obj-ective can be accomplished · by allowing subsequent 
hear&ngs only ori. (1) new 'issues -for which no oppor
tunity for a hearing was previously available, or 
(2) old issues affecting the public health and 
safety or the environment, where significant new 
information has become available. 

This pi[:oposal in no way limits NRC's authority 
Or the. UtilitieS I. reSpOllSibi,lity tO maintain 
safety standards. The NRC can.always raise any 
issue and intervenors can obtain additional hearing~ 
on health and safety is·s.ues whenever a p:r:oper:;: 
showing can be made. In addition, State proceedings 
are not limited on any issue •. 

The l.imita.tion on the ability to reopen issues is 
central. to the purposes of this legislation. With
out this limitation, it is unlikely that a utility 
would make the substantial investment required to 
have a site approved', for there would be no assurance 
that it could us·e that site when needed. W:ithou.t 
this limitation it is unlikely that a manufacturer 
would attempt to license a standa·rdized design, for 
issues could be reopened each time a plant was to 
be constructed. 

Issue 4: Should the bill require N·RC to make specific 
'findings regarding nuclear waste disposal? 

After your approval last Novembe·r, I established a 
DOE Task Forc.e to comprehensively review our was.te 
management. program. Its report will be completed 
by March 6, with the rest of 1978 devoted to inter
agency review and public d·iscussions to arrive at 
an Adminis-tration program by the end of the year. 
We will also issue·a d:r:aft Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement in 1978 for public. review, and 
will submit a waste storage facility license 
application to the NRC. 

C~Q wants to require legislatively that the NRC 
hold formal public hearings on the DOE prog-ram and 
affirmatively conclude that. it is an effective and 
safe prog.ram. This proposal would be self-defeating 
by (1) delaying NRC's ability to re:view DOE's 
license appli.cation and possibly precluding NRC 
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from issuing statements or guidelines for waste dis
posal programs, and (2) inhibiting utilities from 
order·ing new. nuclear plants because of the uncer
tainty in the NRC proceeding. This would. occur 
despite the fact that a maj,ority O'f independent 
scientific authoritiestagree that nuclear waste can 
be safely contained. 

I_s,sue 5: Should a provision on conservation and renewable 
energy al,ternat1.ves be added to the bJ.ll? 

In considering a nuclear power plant, NEPA 
cu~rently requires a balanced consideration of 
alternatives to that plant, such a·s conservation 
or renewable energy resources. The proposed bill 
does .not change this requirement. CEQ wants to 
significantly expand both ·tl:le intent and purpose 
of NEPA by requiring, a specific negative f.inding 
that thes.e two alternatives are not.· in fact available. 
This would place a significant burden on the utilities, 
create new legal obstacles, and add further uncer
tainty and delay to the process. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20500 

March 8, 1978 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

:FROM: 

Rick Hutcheson_~ 
'Phil Smith ~ 

SUBJ,ECT: OSTP Comments on the Nuclear Siti-ng a:nd Licensing, Reform 
Legis l:atton Decist·on Paper 

We have revi-ewed the revised decision paper. The draft accurately 
reflects our recommendations on issues 3 and 6, but we urge that our 
recommendations on the following issues be recorded as follows: 

Issue 1 deals with the question whether NRC should be permitted to 
hold non-adjudicatory hearings. We support option 3., which permits 
hybrid procedures in all cases. 

Issue 2 deals with the delegation on environmental impact responsi
bilities to states. Qur preference has not been accurately recorded. 

·As indicated in the memo of February 10, from Ted Greenwood and 
Dick Meserve to Joe Kearney, we support option 2 {requiring states 
to establish procedures comparable to NRC procedures) with respect 
to ad'judi.catory hearing.s and "need-for-power," but opti·on 1 (not 
requiring comparable proced~:~res). for intervenor funding. We would 
suggest that a footnote be add'ed to our vote as currently recorded 
stating: 

"OSTP supports option 2 with respect to procedures for envi
ronmenta~l issues and need for power, but feels that requiring 
the states to assume the burdens of intervenor funding. is an 
excessive intrusion by the Federal government into the preroga
tives and fi:r~attcia 1 ob H·gations of states." 

rssue 4 deals with 'hearings at the l:ater stages of the licensing 
process. Our support is to be. recorded for option 1., whi·ch estab
lishes a strict barrier to such hearings, and not for option 2. 
We are changing our vote on this issue on the basi's of our further 
deliberations with Frank Press. 

Issue 5 dea~'S with interim operating authori'ty. We support option 
1, which wotrld allow operation in a case of urg.ent public need or 
emergency. The "naUona.l interest" standa·rd in option 2 i's too 
vague. 
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We would also li*e to make the following comments about the text of the 
decision paper: 

The text of option 3 of issue ·6, whi·ch deals with the .nuclear waste 
problem, now includes the following statement: 

."In addition, the NRC might be precluded from performing other 
waste management evaluatilons until this review was completed. 
This could delay the program by several years." 

We urge that this statement be deleted, as we feel it is vague and 
inaccurate. The justification for the assertion is not altogethe.r 
clear. lf the thought is· that a court may construe any statutory 
requirement along the lines of option 3 so as to prevent other 
waste management evaTuations until the review is completed, we 
disagree. Careful draf.tmanshtp of the. new 1 icensing bill, perhaps 
including an express dis·claimer of such a construction, should be 
adequate to prevent such a problem from arising. 

·I am sure you know- that both the General Accounting Office and 
Congressional Rese.arch Service have recently concluded that state 
reviews and capital formation problems are a g,reater barrier to . 
. nuclear power plant liicensing than Federal review procedures. The 
legislation, of course, can only improve the process of review at 
the federal level and, in fact, provides the option for states to 
become. more involved than currently. For th·is reason there i:s some 
posstbi 1 i ty that the benefi ci:a 1 effects of the proposed 1 i cens i ng 
reform may be offset by a growing complexity of state and local 
regulation, and, conti'nued corporate capital problems. It might 
be appropriate, ·therefore, to be .somewhat more cautious in the 
introductory secti:on of the paper that describes the beneficial 
e,ffects of the legislation. 

We have conveyed these comments to Kitty Schirmer. 

cc: Dr. Frank Press 



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

722 JACKSON PLACE, N, W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006 

MEMORANDUM FOR STU EIZENSTAT 
JIM MCINTYRE 

FROM: Charles Warren t ~ 
SUBJECT: Latest Proposed Revisions of 

Decision· Memorandum 

March 8, 1978 

Nuclear Licensing Legislation 

The policies proposed as additional options by the Department of Energy 
go further in watering down public hearing procedures than any previous 
Administration has gone. 

~ills to "reform" the licensing of commercial nuclear reactors were 
proposed by the Nixon Administration, and considered by the old pro
nuclear Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. None of the Republican 
proposals, except one, sugges·ted that public hearing procedures be 
weakened or that review of environmental issues be short-circuited. 
The one exception was a bill proposed by the Atomic Energy Commission 
in 1972, which would have short.-circuited environmental reviews in 
connection with the issuance of "interim" operating licenses. The AEC 
bill was killed by Senators J'ackson and Baker. The proposed standard 
(''in the national interest") for interim licensing of reactors is vaguer 
than any the old Joint C0111Dlittee tole-rated. 

l:n addition, the new opt:f:.ens pl!oposed by DOE would not add efficiency to 
the licensing p'l!ocess. Environmental reviews ha'Ve caused licensing 
delays in less than 2 pe'.t'cent of the cases, according to NRC records. 
Ut;U;Lties have cited env:f:romnental problems as the· cause of less than 
1 pel!cent o:e the delays in bringing plants on line. With regard to 
i_nter;in! ope:t'a.ti~n, ut:Uities have not sought such permission because 
the need fo'l!·it could not be shown. 

l.n slllll, l: believe the new DOE pl!oposals risk substantial political damage 
~nd ~uld br;tng virtually no licensing benefits. 

The DOE editorial changes in the discussion of other issues delete some 
significant facts, mischa·racterize others, and in one instance delete an 
argwnent which is adverse to the Department's position. I believe that 
you had produced a fair, objective and. informative memorandum. In my 
judgment, the DOE's edito-rial changes would misinform the President on 
some key points. 

I will submit our detailed comments shortly. 

cc; Rick Hutcheson 



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

722 JACKSON PLACE, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006 

MEMORANDUM FOR STU EIZENSTAT 
JIM MCINTYRE 

. .• :yv' 
FROM: Charles Warren 0\.~ .... / 

March 9, 1978 

SUBJECT: Proposed Revisions in Nuclear Licensing Bill Decision 
Memorandum 

Enclosed are the Council on Environmental Quality's responses to the 
changes proposed by Secretary Schlesinger in the Presidential decision 
memorandum on the nuclear licensing bill. 

Our comments on DOE's two new issues correct factual errors and present 
the opposing viewpoint, We also propose simplifying the options under 
new issue fl'il, to clarify the choice for the President. 

With regard to DOE's editorializing in the remainder of the memo, we 
strongly recommend returning to the 2/25/78 Eizenstat-Mcintyre version, 
without further change. The earlier version was fair and accurate, 
and was accepted by all agencies. If, however, you decide to consider 
the proposed DOE editing, I would urge a working meeting to discuss a 
final text. Our proposed revisions are included in the attached 
marked-up draft. 

cc: Rick Hutcheson 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 20503 

ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FiROM: 

SUBJECT: 

J'I~RE/STU E!ZENSTAT ~ 
Nuclear Siting and :Licensing Reform 
Legislation 

The Department of Energy '(DOE) is proposing legis,lation to reform n·uclear 
power plant siting and: licensing. All agencies support .the basic concepts 
of. the bi 11 : 

- ear·ly review and i•banking 11 of potential nuclear s-ites, 

standa~dized plant designs, 

- provision for combined construct; on permi't/operati ng 11 cense 
applications, · 

- increa·sed state role in environmental and need for power deter
minations, and 

- funding of intervenors in :nuclear licensing proceedings. 

This memorandum reviews the relationship of thfs bill to the Administration's 
current nuclear energy policy, outlines changes proposed in licensing pro-· 
cedures and requests your decision on issues in disagreement among the 
agencies. 

Background 

The major elements of the Administration's stated nuclear poli>cy are: 

- Some increase in the use of nuclear power from current generation 
light water reactors will be needed to meet energy needs, even 
with strong emphasis on conservation, coa 1 and' renewab 1 e resources. 

- Plutonium recycle and breeder reactors will be indefinitely deferred 
because of their proli'feration risks and thei;r economic uncertainti-es. 

- Safety assurances of nuclea.r power plants must be improved. 

- The nuclear licensing process should be reformed to reduce licensing 
ti:me while continu'ing to assure that plants are built and operated 
tn a manner that is safe; environmentally sound., and consistent with 
national securi-ty objectiyes .. 
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- Safe dis~osal of nuclear waste should be demonstrated at the earliest 
practi ca time. 

This legislative proposal should be viewed in the context ·Of the Admini:s
tration•s overall nuclear policy. 

DOE is propos·i:ng legislation which could r.educe the time required to licer:~.se 
a plant from 10-12 years to fi-8 years, although this reduction will not 
occur immediately. Use of standardized design and pre-approval of sites 
(site banking), not hearing procedures, are the main factors affecting 
leadtimes, and these two innovations cannot take full effect for 6 to 10 
years 

Nuclear Plant Planning and Construction Leadtimes 

Nucl'ear ,poWer plant construction now costs from $700 mil l'ion to $1 bil:] ion~ 
Up to 40 percent of this cost is interest and inflation encountered during 
the licensing and construction periodA The length and cost of this have 
been factors in the defer.ral or cancellation of many planned urlits. Re
duced leadtimes could< p.rovtde ea:rlier and cheaper nuclear po.wer. 

The nuclear power plant li'censing and construction process currently is 
structured as follows: 

l. 

2. 

The,u~ility bl~nning and preapplication period.begins wi.th. a utility 
dec1s1on to u·1ld a nuclea;r reactor and ends w1th NRC acceptance 
of the application for a construction permit. During this peri·od· 
a utility chooses a site, prepares an environmental impact report, 
and prepares a p.relimina·rY ,plant design report. (2 years) 

During the construction permi't review, the NRC reviews safety and 
environmental data furnished by the ·utility and a formal trial-type 
'PUblic hearing (cal'led a•n adj!udicatory hearing) ~s held. The ·Utility 
must also meet and follow S'pecif-ic technical standards set by the NRC 
for plant construction. (2. years) 

3. Huring the construction peri:od a utility finalizes the reactor design, 
builds the plant, and performs pre-operation testing. (6-8 years) 

4. During the ope.rati:ng license review, the NRC reviews the final plant 
design., a fi na 1 safety report and an updated en vi ronmernta 1 repo.rt. 
This review· runs concurrent with the last phase of plant construction. 
(during final 2 years of construction) . 

The DOE bill could shorten the l:eadtime period by 3 to 4 years through the 
following changes in the current process. 

- Authorize an early site approval process ( 11 site banking 11
) allowing 

utili;ties to get NRC approval of a nuclear site up to lO years before 
a decision to buHd a parti'cular pl·ant. A utiHty couM complete 
all environmental studies and have these sites accepted well before 
deci~ing to build a plant at the siteA This could save 1 l/2 years. 
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- Allow limited construction work to begin on previously approved 
sites before a construction permit is issued.. This could save 
one year. Issue #2 dtscusses this proposal ih more detail. 

- Encou.rage the use of standa-rdized pTant designs which NRC has reviewed 
and approved in prior proceedi:ngs. This could redu-ce construction 
time to about 5-1/2 years by assu.ri r:~g _that construction begins on the 
basis of a 11 final 11 ·rather tha.n p-reliminary design. {Standar:-dized' 
designs could be used without this leg·islation, but it is generally 
agreed that legi.slati·oh.will encourage thi'S practice.) 

There are- now 50,000 MWe of installed nucl-ear capacity h1 the U.S. (13% of 
present U.S. electricity generation). An additional 170,000 MWe of nuclear 
capacity is now in the li-censing and construction process and will come on 
line between now and 1990. The draft biH will not affect these plants 
since they were begun without use of pre-approved sites or standardized 
design. Although it is di'fficult to predict how many new plants will be 
ordered as a result of the changes proposed by this bi 11, it is clear that 
only a few will be planned unless the process is improved. Existing 
uncertainties in the areas of waste 'disposal, litcensing, spent fuel ·handling, 
financing) and public atHtudes have slowed new nuclear plant orders. This 
bill, coupled with ou.r programs on waste disposal a·nd spent fuel storage, 
should help remove many of these uncertainties. 

Agenci:es disagree -on the following new licensing procedures proposed by DOE: 

1. ·Criteria for delegation of the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA} review responsibilities to states. -

2. Permitting Hmited construction work to begin on a pre-approved 
site prior to a determination by the state or the NRC of the 
specific need for power from the proposed. plant. 

3. Criteria for holding. public heari,ngs at later stages o:f the 
licensing and construction pro.cesses. 

Furthermore, some of your advisors strongly believe that any Admini:stratior:t 
bill on nuclear licensing should also 

4. require NRC to make a findi1ng on whether a sol uti on exists to 
the nuclear waste management problem, and 

5. require a finding tha-t no conservation and/or renewa'ble energy 
alternatives to the nuclear power plant exist, i.e., make nuclear 
power in fact the 11 la·st resort, .. before licensing a particular 
plant. This would. place a strong preference for renewable energy 
and cnnservation alternatjves.. · 

Political Considerations 

Any propos a 1 to change the nuc~!ear 1 i cens i ng process will be controvers i a 1 
because it inevitably triggers the anti-nuclear/pro-nuclear debate. Further
more, there is wide disagreemer:tt, even withi'n the industry, on which 
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particul·ar parts of the process. cause delay, and definitive answers are 
not available. Finally, many factors which influence Teadtimes (suc'h as 
utility financing difficulties, state requirements, and labor and equipment 
delays) a.re beyond the reach of legislative remedies. 

Whatever you decide on the issues discussed below, thi's bi H wi 11 ~be 
controve.rsial on the Hill and among private and pubHc interest groups. 
l:ln.less the coal strike has caused a substantial reversal of attitudes 
in Congress., we .do not expect legislation to 'be enacted this year. 

Many groups feel the legislation has symbolic as well as substantive 
implicaUons. 

- The nuclear industry is looking to the Administration for a sign 
of conti·nuing support for nuclear power, even though the partic
ular bi 11 we .propos·e does not satisfy them i:n every respect.. T~hey 
believe that the mere expressi.on of intent to reduce leadtimes will 
improve the public attitude· towards nuclear power. 

- T!he environmental community will look to this biH as an indication 
of our 11 real 11 feeHngs abo~t nuclear power--is it a supply of. 11 last 
resort11 or are we stronger supporters of nuclear power? 

Industrial users of energy will look to the bill as an indication 
of our seriousness in addressing the.overall adequacy of energy 
supplies. 

- The bill, along with: your nominee for the fifth member of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, will be regarded as reflecting the Administra
tion's latest 11 position'11 on nuclear power. Attempts will be made to 
characterize the Administration as 11 pro- or anti- 11 huclea.r based upon 
these two deci.s;:ons. 

Given the political dHficulties that inevitably will be encountered, we 
also have considered the possibiHty. of not sending legislation to the 
Congress. A new, separate study. of the licensing process has not been 
done, and a bi·ll is unlikely to be enacted this year. 

On balance,, however all of your advisorsll do recommend that we go forward 
with a bill this year for the following reasons: 

1. The Administrat:ion has committed to do so. 

Jj E~A and·. CEQ favor sending legislati-on forward if the changes to the draft 
b11l wh1ch they have recommended are approved. Bob Strauss .specifically 
has.a~ked that he be record~d in favor of sending a biTl forward, in 
add1t1on to the other agenc1es noted in the memorandum. 
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2. .A consensus within the Admi ni strati on has been reached on a 11 
issues other than those presented to you in this memorandum. 

3. Even though a bi 11 probab 1y wi 11 not be enacted this year, it 
would be useful to begin the process now so that we can get 
acti:on in the next Congress. 

3. Tne industry is counting on this bill as an expressi:on of the 
Adm~nistration-'s inte;rest in the continued vtability of m.1c1ear 
power. 

The issues for decisi:on are attached. 



ISSUES FOR DECISION 

ISSUE #1: Should Federal environmental impact statement responsibiliti.es 
be delegated to states? 

If delegated:, should. we regt~i re that the states· use procedu~es 
comparable to those now required of the NRC to .carry out thrs 
respons i bi 1 i ty? 

The ·National Environmental Policy Act ('NEPA') requires the Nuclear Regulatory 
Corrmission to prepa.re an Environmental Impact Statement (.EIS) for each nuclear 
power plant. The NRC must: 

- determine whether the power from the nuclear plant is needed; 

- assess all reasonable alternative ·means of meeting power need's; 

- assess the environmental effects of permitting the reactor vs. 
pursuing other alternatives; and 

-make a· balanced decision on whether the plant should be built. 

Many states under thei.r own laws also undertake environmental revi·ews, 
which dupli'cate NRC efforts. 

The draft bill would authorize the NRC to delegate all or part of these 
environmental review responsibilities to a state or an authorized regional 
organization which has a program approved by NRC. States would not be 
required to accept this responsibiltty, although would 'be encouraged 
to do so. The NRC would retain responsibiUty for all :health and safety 
determinations because of the technical complexity of these issues. 

Delegati:on of NEPA responsibl ity is intended to m:inimi ze state and federal 
duplication in the licensing process. This process~ which recognizes state 
interests and expertise in siting and envi.ronmental reviews, hopefully will 
increase public participation and confidence in the licensing process. 

The Governors have endorsed NEPA delegations, and all agencies agree that 
some type of state delegation would be a. positive step. Many agencies are 
concerned, however, that unless we requi:re delegation with procedures 
comparable to those now required at the·federal level, substantive environ
mental protections now :in place wHl be reduced. 

The bill would establis·h nine specific.standards for state performance of 
the NEPA responsibilities and would require the NRC to set gt:lidelines for 
approval of state review ·programs. At isst~e is whether the three following 
procedural :protections, now in place at the federal level, should be 
statutorily required at the state level or whether we should let states 
have more flexibility than is now requ.ired at the federal level. 
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2. 

3. 
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Fo.rma.l adjudicatary hear:ings with cross-exami·natior:l for environmental 
issues. 

Fur:~ding by the states for inte.rvenors who could not otherwise affard 
to become a party to the proceed~ng (This will be required by this 
bill at the federal lev.el--a change frem current pel icy.) 

Specific procedures far state 11·need far power" determinations. 

(Items 1 and 2 would continue to be required af the NRC if a state chase· 
not to accept delegation of responsibi'lity.) 

Option #1: Provide states with the appartumity to assume the cur.rent 
·NRC responsibility for en vi ronmenta 1 dete,rmi,nati ons and 
reviews without reqU·i ring comparable ,procedures. 

DOE strongly apposes making delegations contir:~gent on state adjudicatory 
hearings or state-provided i>ntervenor fundi·ng;. DOE believes that givi'ng 
the NRC admir:~istrative autharitYto establish requirements for state 
programs is adequate protection. Mandating these procedures would be 
overly restri:ctive and would constitute. Federal interference i:n state 
decision-maktng procedures. DOE alsa points out that (1) this bill .would 
pravide stronger pracedural requirements than NEPA itself requires; and· 
(2) the governors oppose ma·ndatory intervener funding at the state lev_el. 
(It should be noted, however, that existing NRC procedures for carryi·r:lg 
out NEPA require formal hearings, even though NEPA itself does not require 
this procedure.) 

Some governors have stated that they would nat accept these new responsi
bi 1 i ties if the .three procedures 1 i sted above are required. It is unclear, 
however, whether thi·s is j:ust an: expression of a preference or a real 
barrier to state participation. 

OpUon #2: Delegation of NEPA-related respor:~sibilities cau·ld accu~r only 
if states provide procedures comparable ta these of the 
Federal Gavernment. 

This optian would require states to use· the same basic pracedures as are 
now required when the .NRC conducts envi:ranmenta 1 reviews. Those favoring 
this option believe that an-the-record (ad:Judi·catory) hear:hags wi·th cros•s
exam~·nation are needed far reltaMe, factua·l decision-making·; and that 
the funding of public intervenors in these proceedings win assure g.reater 
parti·cipation and a mare thorough.airing of issues-. They also believe that 
in light of the importance of the 11 need for pewer" and environmental deter
minations, NRC procedures needte.be delegated alang with the NRC responsi
bilities. If comparable procedures are nat required the Administration 
would be lewe.ring the current procedu.ral standards for the er~vira.nmental 
determinati'ons on nuclear· power plants .. 



DeCii s ion.: 

1. Delegation without requiring comparable 
procedures. 

(Recommended by: DOE, Treasu.ry) & Jody.. 

2. DelegaUon i,f states provide compa·rable 
procedures. 

(Recommended by: Stu, OMB, CEQ, OSTP, EPA 
Interior) 

3 
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ISSUE #2.: Should nutlearplant·constructionbe allowed on pre
approved sites pri o.r to· the fi na 1 "need· for power"· 
determination andenvironmental repert update? 

l:Jnder current NRC procedures, limited construction work on a reactor 
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site is allowed prior to issuance of a construction .permit. Before. 
allowing this work·, however, NRC (1) completes a full environmental 
review; (2) deter!Jiines the "need fer power" f.rom the prop·osedl plant; 
and, (3) determines the basic safety of a reacter at that site.. A 
Limited .. Work Autherity (LWA}, whicn allows the ·utility to do some early 
construction work, can then be issued. The constructi;en permit ts issued 
only after .NRC completes its safety review in .i.ts enti.rety. 

The type of work that can be done under a LWA is substantial, and can 
result in expendi:tures' of $50 and $Hl0 million over 9 te 18 months. All 
early construction work done under a LWA ts at the utility•s risk; in 
the event that a ·construction pe.rmit ·is not issued, the. uti li'ty customers 
or stockholders (as determined by that state. public utility eommissi·on) must 
cover the sunk costs. · 

The draft bill p.rov:ides early construction work simila~r to current practice 
in that: (1) NRC or the states must have completed a full envi'ronmental 
review, and (2) NRC must havedetermi:ned the basic safety of a reactor at 
that site. However·, under the dra.ft bi 11 the NRC (or state) determination 
of the speci fi.c. "'need for power" need not be made ;before construction 
a~cti vity begi·ns. T~hi·s is the main. difference between, the draft bill and 
current practtce. 

Under the draft bill, prior to the time that early construction is permUted•, 
any given site will have received one general 11 need for power .. review when 
a site is approved and 11 banked 11 for later use. However, as much as ten 
years could elapse between banki·ng of the site and the decision to build a 
plutonium plant. 

The issue is whether early construction sheuld be allowed at a pre-approved 
site prior to (1) completi·on of the site-specific 11 need for power" deter
m,ination and (2) an update of the si'te and plant environmental report. 
The draft bi 11 does give both the state and the NRC authority to stop 
early construction for any reason, before these findings have been made. 

Option #1: No limited site construction. aHowed .prior to the site speci'fic 
.. need for power .. determination and an environmental report update. 

CEQ, Interior and EPA are concerned that an investment of $50-$100 million 
in reactor site construction could prejudice the NRc•s or state•s 11 need for 
power ... determination and 1 ater operating 1 i cense decisions. Maj.or con
structlon could occur prior to .public scrutiny of the utility••s power 
demand projects and ot;her justification of the need for a plant. I.r:1 
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addi:tion, litUe o.pportunity will exist to review environmental issues 
rai'sed between the time the site was banked and the time that construction 
begins. 

This option would eliminate authority to allow Ti.mited construction work 
on a· banked site prior to a need for power determination.. The public would 
thus be guaranteed an opportunity to revi·ew the site (in the "need for 
power" proceeding) before any construction could begi:n. 

Option #2~ Permit ·1 imi ted· construction· prior· to· the· s i te..;..speci fk 
need for power·determiliation. 

The early construction provision could save from 6 to 12 months of plant 
licensing Ume, which represents frorn 12 to 33% of the time to be saved 
under the draft bill. While a utility could 1plan its appHcations in such 
a way as to mini'mize or eliminate this potentia.l delay, not all utilities 
are likely to do so. This advantage of 6 to 12 months in the licensing 
time could result in power cost savings to consumers of $40 to $60 milli'on 
pe.r plant. ln additi'on., the .power replacement purchase costs as·sociated 
with a si'x month. delay could be as much as $25 million. On the other 
hand, should the "need for power" d·eterminati•on not be made positively, 
the consumers or stockholders would ulti·matel:y pay the $'50 to $100 mil Uon 
spent on construction during this period. 

The bill does allow the NRC or the affected state to prevent early con
struction if they wish for any reason. The bill requires that a notice 
of :intent be filed with the NRC and the state six months prior to sub
mis·sion .of a construction :permit application, and also ·requires thirty 
day:s notice before actual construction begi.ns. Those favoring tM s option 
believe that these notice provisions, coupled with discretionary authority 
to prevent early construction, a.re sufficient to protect the public's right 
to review environmental issues. 

In addition, this provision for earlY site work is one of the main incentives 
for utiliti.es to seek early site approval. 

Deeison: 

Option #1: No li.mited ·site construction permitted prior 
to the completion of a site-specific 11 need for 
power" determination. 

(Recommended by: CEQ, Interior, EPA) 

Option·#2: Permit limited site construction prior to the 
comp·letion of a sHe-specific "need for power" 

I I 

determi nat ;:on. I__} 

(Recommended by: · Stu·, OMB, DOE, OSTP, Treasury, 
Commerce) & Jody 
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ISSUE #3: How difficult should it be for the public to obtain a hearing 
on a health, safet or en.vi·renmental issue at l;atet:' sta es of 
t e NRC licensing process? 

Under current practice, any party to an NRC licensing proceeding can 
request a hearing at any stage of the proceeding simply by fi 1 i.ng a 
petition which describes the party's inte.rest and the is'Sues it wants 
heard. The Commission then decides wl:lether the issues raised .need to be 
heard. These rules make it fairly easy for an interested party to ratse 
iss·ues at any time during the licensing process as long as the issue is 
well defined. Once the hearing issues are defined, NRC rules give the 
intervenor "discovery"--that is, access to any relevant information i·n 
the possession of the util·ity applicant. 

The draft bill tri:es to get as many issues as possible ra.ised early in 
the lieenstng: process, so that there is. less chance of delay due to 
hearings later in the process.. Thus, certain provisions of the draft 
bill (see Option #1) would change current NRC practice by ma'king it much 
more difficult to obtain a hearing at the operating licensing stage of 
the process. 

All agencies agree with the general goal of an early airing of as many 
issues as possible.. However,. because the ea·rl'y heari'ngs wi 11 be at the 
time a site is ·banked, 10-15 years could pass between the time of those 
early hearings and the operating 1 i cense stage. Consequently, ma·ny agencies 
are concerned that the draft bi'll would make it too difficult to obtain a 
heartng at that later stage. 

All agencies agree that hea.rings at the operati!ng; stage. should genera.lly 
be l·imited to new issues.; the· disag.reement here is over what would be a 
"new issue." .· -

All agencies also agree that new and significant information should permit 
the re-hearing of an old issue; the disagreement is over how diffkult it 
should be for an intervenor to obtain the new i:nformation and how signifi
ca•nt any new informatton would .have to be to justify a hearing. 

The two options are set :forth below in order of difficulty, starti:ng with 
the provisions in the current draft bill'. 

Optien #1: MORE DIFFICULT 

0 A new isstle woulrd be one for which thet:'e had been "no prior opportuni:ty" 
for hea.ri:ng~ 

o An intervenor could not be allowed access to utility records (discovery) 
to obta·in new information. 

face 
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DOE be 1 i eves that the oppor:tuni ty for subsequent heariings shou:l d 'be as 
narrow as possible in order to encourage the early ra·tsing of issues and 
to limit potential delays in operating a plant. 

Under the draft bi 11, 11 pri:or opportuni ty 11 would have existed if information 
on the issu~ was generally available--in the hearing record, in public files 
at the NRC, or in generally circulated l:fterature--at the time of a previous 
hearing .. 

(The NRC can always raise issues itself and a matter even in the absense of 
the requisite showing by an intervenor.) 

Industry strongl·y supports this ~'imitation. They see it as reducing the 
possibility that a fully constructed facility could be prevented or de.layed 
from being brought on li:ne becuase of hearings on issues which could have 
been rasied earl.ier or which' do not have a signi:ficant l:lealth and safety 
impa·ct. · 

On the other hand, opponents of thi·S option argue that it would place an 
undue burden on public i'ntervenors, s.ince tl:le existence of a 11 prior 
opportunity .. might have been 10 or more years before. Since a petiti·oner 
would not have the right of discovery of information within the control of 
a u~tiltiy prior to establishing the existence of an issue or of new infor
mation, this type of showi:ng: would be even mare difficult. This opti·on·, it 
is argued, could weaken existing safety standards because of this major, 
new procedural threshold, and environmental groups consequently would oppose 
this option. · 

Option #2: LESS DIFFICULT 

0 A· new issue wauld be one which 11 had nat been p.resented in a prior 
proceecling .... 

to utilit records 

o Any new information wouTd have to be significant enough to ·persuade. 
the NRC this facility compliance with NRClaw ancl regulations would 
be unlikely. · . 

This option relaxes the test from 11 na .prior opportunity .. to 11 not previously 
presented... If the issue had :been presented i'n the context of a previous 
hearing, subsequent hearings generally could not be held to address this 
issue. However, a·n issue on which information generally had been availabl'e 
but .wh·ich had not been raised in the NRC pro.cess could be the subject of a 
new hearing; under this aptian. This would provide some incentive for the 
util~ty applicant to be sure that all known issues were raised. in early pro
ceedl:ngs. 
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In addition, this option wauld! ·relax the test for shawing: the existence 
of new information on issues which had been previously presented.. NRC• s 
present criteria for permi'tting hearings on new i·nformation--discussed in 
the introduction to this issu.e--wauld· be used under this option. If an 
i'ntervenor had an apparent]y legitimate con.tenti:on, a hearing would be 
convened .. The petitioner then would have discovery rights to find additional 
information (as under current NRC rules}, and the meri'ts of all information 
available on this issue would be addressed in a hearing. 

Under this option a showing of a likely violatian of commission regulations 
would be enough to raise an issue for hearing at any stage of the licensing 
process. Because this showing. is less difficult then Option #1, DOE 
contends that this. option could needlessly prol•ong the licensing process. 

Decision: 

Option #1: Difficult I 1 

.(Recommended by: DOE) & Jody 

Option #2: Less Difficult. l 1 
(Recommended by: CEQ, Interior, OMB, 

OSifP, EPA. Stu has no 
preference between 
;Options #~ and #2 .. ) 



ISSUE #4: . Should a provis i·on be added to the proposed .bi 11 that 
would require that the NRCma·ke certain findings with 
respect to the permanent disposal of nuclear wastes.? 

Should the NRC be explicitly prohibited from licensing 
new nuclear power plants if the findings are negative? 

The lack of any demonstration of a safe and env:ironmentaily sound 

9 

method for disposing of hazardous high level nuclear wastes is the largest 
problem associated with the expanded use of nuclear power. The Nationa·l 
Energy Plar:1 projected an increased use of nuclear power and also announced 
the Admini:stration's commitmen·t to the availability of adequate nuclear 
waste storage faciliti'es. 

A few months ago, DOE established· a Task Force to undertake a comprehenshe 
review of th.e nation's waste management policy and program·. The Task Force 
report wnl be released' later this month, and the remainder of 1'978 w.ill be 
devoted to interagency and public revi:ew and discussion, leading to a final 
Admi·nistration position by the end of the year. Industry and environ
mental groups agree that the waste management issue is one of the major 
uncertainties limiUng new nuclea.r pliant orders. 

Since the. draft bill .will have. the effect of encouraging the use of 
nuclear power to meet the NEP energy supply objectives, some agencies 
believe that the bill shoul.d contain positive legtslative steps to give 
furthe.r assurance that waste disposal can be accompli shed without ri s:k 
to public health and safety. They argue that this is necessary to make 
the bill' consistent with the NEP and other Administration policies on 
waste management. Others do not believe legislative steps are needed, 

·although they place high priority on deali:ng with the waste issue .. 

The foHowing poi·nts als·o bear on your considerati·on of this issue: 

- The State of California passed legisl.ation tn 1976 which prohibits 
nuclear plant siting until there is "demonstrated technology" for 
permanent dispos·iti'on of htgh level ·nuclear wastes. (This state 
legislation goes furthe.r in preventing nuclear licensing than 
would any of the options presented below.) Several other states 
are considering simi 1 ar requirements, a·l though referenda to 
adopt such provisions have been defeated in many states. 

- The Fede.ral Government has had a poor track record in handling 
the waste disposal problem, contributing to public doubts about 
whether these wastes can 'be disposed of safely. 
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An actual waste repository cannot be licensed by the NRC. and in operatio£1 
before 1985 .. Thus, it is impossible actually to demo £Is tra.te waste dis
posal within the next few years. Some believe that in lieu ·Of this 
demonstration., a firm determination must be made that technical solutions 
to the waste problem are available in order to restore public confidence 
that nuc 1 ear wastes can be dis posed of sa fet ly. · Frank Press , however, has 
pointed out that all non~Government, serious technical reviews of the waste 
management issue, inolud.ing those by the National Academy of Science, the 
American Physic::a.l Sodety, and the Ford Foundation M:i:tre Nuc 1 ear Power Study,, 
have agreed that the nuclear wastes can be safely contained. He believes 
that the likelihood of a new finding that these wastes cannot be contained 
is low. Hawever, Frank cannot make a similar statement wi:th .respect to the 
adequacy of the present fed era 1 program to demonstrate safe di s·posa 1 of 
wastes. (DOE is now reviewing and developi.ng a new· Administration program.} 

The issues for your dete.rmination are: (1} What, if any, NRC duties should 
be mandated i'n the licensi·ng b·ill? . (2} Wha·t, if any, future explicit 
restrictions on nuclear plant licensang should be mandated by the bill'? . 
Option #1: Do not ra·ise the nuc::lear waste issue either administratively 

or legislatively in connection wlth the draft bilL 

While the Administration would continue ongoing efforts on the waste 
management, no new steps, either administrative ar leg1slative, would 
be ta'k:en. The Administat:ion could reiterate its previously determined 
plans to have interagency and public:: reviews of its waste management 
po 1 icy and programs. Both this and Option #2 avo·i d any Executive Branch 
curtailment of nuclea.r reactor licensing an the grounds of no resoluUon 
of the waste storage. issue. Of course, under both Options #1' and #2, NRC 
retains the autharity to cu~rta i.l 1 i cens i ng on its own. 

Option #2: Admi'nistrati'vely reguest NRC to determine whether there are 
reasonable assurances that nuclear wastes can be d.isposed of 
safely. 

This option waul d be implemented as fallows·: 

0 Issue an Executive Order establishing a DOE-chaired Interagency 
Committee on Nu.clear Waste Management to develop a comprehensive 
.plan by Septembe,r 30, 1978, for the storage and permanent disposa~~ 
of commercial high level nuclear wastes. · This· wauld be very 
similar to what is planned by DOE. 

o :DOE wau 1 d, as presently p 1 anned, produce by December 31 , 1979, 
a final Generic Environmental l'mpact Statement (GElS} on 
commerci.al nuclear wastes, including an eva}uation of all methods 
for di sposi.ng high level wastes and the means for implementing 
these. 
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o NRC wou:ld review the GElS with public participation. If it wanted 
to do so, it would report whether,·in its opinion, wastes can be 
handled safely. (NOTE: Since the NRC .is an independent aget~cy, 
it cannot be bound to take any action by Executi.ve Order. The 
present chairman, however, has indicated his personal willingness 
to proceed in this manner~) · 

This option would not legally affect NRC''s licensing of nuclear plants. 
However, as a practic:al matter, if NRC determines that wastes .cannot be 
handled safely, NRC may well decide or be required by the courts to stop 
issuing licenses. This risk is a~lso present unde.r Option #1. This 
option would require NRC to .review the feasibility of various waste 
disposal methods, but it would· not require a review of the DOE plan to 
implement those methods. · 

Opti·on #3: 

Thi.s option would be implemented as fo11ows: 

o DOE would produce a final' Gene.ric Environmental Impact Statement 
(GElS) on nuclear wa~stes by December 31, 1979. 

o NRC would be required to review the environmental impact statement, 
to ho 1 d .pub 1 i c hearings .and to determine: 

0 

(1) whether nucl·ear wastes can be safely contai'ned unti 1 decayed 
to harmless levels; and 

(2} whether a safe and timely plan exists for the ~isposal of 
nuclear wastes. 

If the Commission cannot make either finding, NRC would be required 
to report to the President and to the Congress on how to ensure the 
conti'nued protecti'on of the public health and welfare. 

This option would demonstrate legislatively that the. Administration wants 
a full public review of nu.clear waste di:sposal, but would not require a 
cessation of licensing in the event of negative findings. Nonetheless, 
any negative finding on whethe,r waste can safely be centained as in 
Option #2 likely would result fn no new lkenses be gr~nted. Environmenta·l 
groups would see this option as a pesitive and meaningful step, although 
tl:ley would favor the strenger steps proposed under Opti-on #4. 

Establi.shing in law the requ·irement fer. a finding that waste can be disposed 
of safely could move utilities to delay any plant orders t~ntil after the 
finding. Therefore, the tndustry has opposed including the waste issue in 
the bill, although they are encouraging us to move foward with current plans 
for resolving the issue. 



Option #4: 

lZ 

In addiUon to the provisi•ons in Option #3, mandate the ter
mination· of· nuclear plant ·1 i censing ·if· the NRC • s determi·nation 
.is negative with resp~ct to ~tther question. 

This option would require that all licensing of nuclear plants cease after 
four yea.rs if the NRC cannot find (1) that nuclear wastes can be diisposed 
of safely, and (2} that a plan exists to store nuclear wastes. This would 
send the strongest possible signal that the Administration puts a high. 
priority on solving the waste management problem before relying on nuclear 
power as a future energy resource. Nevertheless., this option is still not 
as restrictive on nuclear plant licenstng. as the California law, which 
halts all licensing until waste disposal has been demonstrated. 

Simi'lar to Option #3, this option could resul·t in a delay in any new plant 
orders until this finding is made. 

Decision: 

Option #l: Do not raise the nu.c 1 ea~r waste i:ssue in 
connection with the d'raft bi 11. 1· · I 

Option #2: 

·Option #.3: 

( Recommend'ed by: DOE, Commerce) & Jody 

Administratively request NRC to d·etermi ne 
whether there are reasonable assurances that 
nuclear wastes can be disposed of safely. 

(Recommended by: Stu, Treasury) 

Legislatively require NRC to determine: (1) 
whether there are .reasonable assu·rances that 
nuclear wastes can be disposed of safely, and 
(2) whether a safe and timely plan exists to 
dispose of nuclear wast.es. 

(Recommended by: OMB, OSTP,. EPA, · I ntedor) 

Option #4: In addition to the provisions in ·Option #3, 
mandate the termination of nuclear plant 
licensing if the NRC's determination is negative 
with respect to either question. · I I 

(Recommended by: CEQ} 



ISSUE #~5: Should a prov1s1on on conservation and renewable energy 
resource alternatives be added to the bill? 

In the Presi·dent's Energy Address to Congress and in other Presidential 
statements, a commitment was expressed to rely first on energy conservation 
to deal with the energy crisis, then on coal with an tncreased use of solar 
and other renewable energy sources, and finally on nuclear power. ln 
campaign statements the President referred to nuclear power as 11 a last 
resort. 11 

CEQ has proposed mandating that the NRC or the states be required to 
determine that no feasible conservation or renewable ·energy resources 
are available to meet specifi'c power needs before issuing a license to 
build a nuclear plant. This proposal would take the current NEPA process 
a large step f·urther, by mandating a preference for conservation ar:Jd 
renewable energy resources if they constitute a feasible alternative to 
a proposed reactor. The alternative would have to be. economical and within 
the utiHties' ability to implement. 

Option #l: Regui re a mandatory findtng that no conservation or renewable 
resources alte~natives exist. 

CEQ· believes its proposal would stimulate the development of conservation, 
so.l ar and other renewable resource technol:og,ies more quickly than would 
occur under current licensing practices. CEQ argues that the proposal 
does. not prohibit necessary nuclear power expansion; it only places a 
higher priority on other alternatives as compared with the nuclear option. 

While this option is conceptually inte.resting, some agencies have 
expressed strong reservations about its implementation. 

0 The NRC does not have expertise in the non-nuclear power area 
and as currently constituted would have 1 i.mited abi 1 ity to address 
these issues. 

o Arriving at definitive findings on the availability of alternatives, 
particularly with advancing technologies and difficulties in pro
jecting conservation-related savings, will be very difficult. 
Ambiguity or lack of definitive findings would increase the likeli.hood 
of litigation over particular reactor license applications. 

Option #2: Do not require amandatory finding that conservation or 
ren~wable alternatiVes exist. 

DOE argues that NEPA already requires an ana lys i's of a 11 conservation and 
renewab 1 e resource alternatives pri'o.r to authorizing nuclear p 1 ant con
struction. ,If any of these are shown to be more economical than the 
proposed nuclear plant and could .be implemented, then the nuclea·r pl:ant 
probably would not, as a pracUcaT :matter, be approved, even without the 
addition of thts language in the bill. 
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In addition, the proposal would impose a difftcult burden on utilities to 
prove a negative fact, i.e. , that no conservation or. renewable energy 
alternative exists within all reasonable steps that a utiHty could take. 
The provision wou,ld al'so add time to the nuclear licensing process, directly 
counter to the principal objecti:ve of the DOE bi 11. 

Decision: 

·option #1: Require a mandatory conservation and 
renewable alternatives findi:ng. 

_;_ 

(Recommended' by: CEQ, Interior} 

Option #2: Do not require a mandatory conservation 

I I 

and renewable alternatives finding. I I 

( RecommendE:!d· by: Stu, OMB, OSTP, EPA, 
DOE, Treasury, Commerce) & Jody 

Eizenstat and.OMB.Comment: 

It is possible to encourage the NRC and the states to take these alternatives 
into account without going as far as CEQ proposes. We do not believe that 
Option #1 is admi ni strati vely practical. We would recommend that DOE pro vi de 
technical assistance in evaluating non-nuclear alternatives and that the 
Administration, through its public statements, encourage full considerati•on 
of conservation and renewable resource options. The letter transmitting 
this bill' to Congress could highlight our commitment to developing· alter~ 

. natives and to providing incent:ives for their commercial use. 

Interior and CEQ Comment: 

CEQ & Interior believe it. both ·.important and practical to 
establish at the earliest opportunity a policy preference 
for conse-rvation and renewable energy at the time of deciding 
on indivudual plants. Caiifornia, for example, currently 
does so. We believe this bill is an excellent opportunity 
to do so. 
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Addi tiona! Staff Comments 

Congressional Liaison: 

Senate: Virtually every SenatO!r', except those who 
totally oppose nuclear power, is strongly supportive of 
reducing the siting and licensing period. Any reduction 
in the time required to bring a plant on stream would 
be welcomed. The only complaint we will hear from 
pro-nuclear Senators is that we have not reduced the 
period enough. 

House: House energy people (Teague, Flowers) still con
sider thi,s Administration anti-nuclear. Anything we can 
do to cut lead-time on nuclear siting and licensing 
would be good. The only House Members who would oppose 
shortening licensing time would be the no-growth, anti
nuclear ones. 

Jordan: no comment 

Powell: I believe strong labor support can be marshalled 
for these positions (he has checked his preferences). 
Those who oppose all nuclear power have shown little 
interest in practical ~lternatives -- witness their at 
best ambivalent posture on our energy plan. 

CEA: concurs with Stu on all issues. 

On the nuclear waste issue (#4), we are particularly 
concerned that the proposal might increase the uncertain
ty about the future of nuclear power. In either Option 
#3 or #4 (see p. 12) utilities might delay making com
mitments until after NRC determination was made. This 
could offset any favorable effect of expedited licensing. 
After you have made a decision, we think you should 
ask for an assessment of the induced delays resulting 
from implementation of the nuclear waste decision. 

We concur tha,t steps should be taken to accelerate 
the process of building nuclear plants. However, shor
tening the construction time will contribute but a 
modest amount to cheaper electricity. 

State, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor (not actively involved 
in preparing the legislation): believe the nuclear 
licensing bill should go forward to Congress. State 
supports the options favored by DOE; the other agencies 
took no specific positions on individual options. 
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ACTION REQUESTED: FOR INFORMATION 
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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

WASHINGTON: O:C. 20500 

Rick Hutcheson 

Fra·nk 'Press if 

MAR 2 B lj~ 

Nuclear Licensi.ng Bill - Presidential :Decision Memorandum 

You shou}d know that in the Dectsi:on Memorandum on the Nuclea·r 

Licensing Bill sent to the Presi·dent, the:OSTP.recommendatio.ns were 

incorrectly reJ!)orted on two of the issues. Thi·s was an unfortunate 

er.ror that I hope will not recur. By the attached memo I. have informed 

others of this mistake. 

Attachment 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20500 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Stu Eizenstat 
Eliot Cutler 
Jack o:'leary 
Joe Hendrie 
Cha·rl es Wa.rren 
Doug Costle 

FROM: Frank Press fP 

MAR Z 8 1978 

SUBJECT: The Nuc]ear L i1censing Bill 

You. should know for your records that two OSTP .recoJTD11enda.tions were 
incorrectly .recorded on the Decision Memorandum that went to the President. 
In issue #4, which dealt with the difficulty of obtatning hearings on 
the health, safety, and environmental issues at the later stages of the 
NRC 1 icensing. process, we requested that our recommendation be changed 
from the less difficult to the more difficult option. Instead our, 
recoJTD11endati'on was changed on issue #3, which dealt with initial piant 
construction prior to the final need for power determination from the 
less stringent to the more stringent option. 

cc: Ri:ck Hutcheso.n 


